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Washington, July 8d, 1862.
to-day has dispelled much
of the uncertainty and fear which rested ti|K>n
all in regard to the capture of our army in the
Peninsula. The I tattles of Monday and Tuesday, heavy and bloody, seem to have resulted
in positive repulses of the enemy.
The fighting, however, we must ex|teet to be
resumed to-morrow ami the next day, to continue until the rebel hopes of saving Richmond are forever dead. They attack. No
other course is left them. They must defeat
McCIelljUi in his positiou or he InevitlMy has
their capitol. pushing towards it as he ha* been,
with heavy artillery, liefore which its defences
cannot stand a day. Now, more than ever, is
it their necessity to assail him, since his new
move threatens Fort Darling.
This taken, to
remove the obstruction* in the river near it,
and to carry the dreaded gunboats up to the
city, is a matter ot no long delay.

int Colonel.

(From

Regular Correspondent.]

I setter from Skowbcgnn.
—

Messrs. Editors

Skowiieoax, duly 2,1802.
:

Chancing to take a ride this fine morning to
pleasant neighboring village of Norridge-

lie

vock, it occurred

to

me, on my return, to send
(Oil a few faets in relation to that place. There
ire few villages in Maine which strike the traveler

as

more

rich in

quiet beauty.

vide streets, with their
rees. and the great river

The smooth,

it in that

ileasing picture for the eye to rest on. A
;raceful air of antiquity hangs about the place,
vliich is in not disagreeable contrast to the
inart newness characterizing most of our

us, in the heat of a Southern sum)ner, to have carried our columns a hundred
miles inland and our flanks exposed for that
distance to their daring raids. Thus, no

they might for months and
bay. When we have seen

ality; and.altogether, it would be hard to find
more delightful place for a summer
sojourn.
South Norridgewock is u place of considerable
ictivityaud business, but the north side, where
, he
county buildings are situated, must bear
, he palm for beauty.
The town of Norridgcwock is quite large,
,
comprising an area of some 2(1,(100 acres, and
the soil is the chief occupaion of the people,*who by tlu ir
industry and
lirift have in most instances accumulated a

Ian’s army, with its centre not over
twenty
miles from its water base, (the White House
ou the Famunky,) lias lieen
entirely ridden
around, and its lines broken through and crossed by the enemy's cavalry and artillery, we
may judge what serious dangers, annoyances

and disasters it would have lK*eu exposed to
in the hundred miles of advance that must
have lain between Richmond and the
(mint inland the enemy might have selected at which
to make a stand.

The enemy's capital in
such

circumstances,

our

would

possession under
have brought no

sound claim of success to our arms, and hut
indifferent moral results. The unfortunate aspect of such a fact would have been

explained
people of the

away to the satisfaction of the
South, as well as to that of the more civilized
and contemptible enemies of
Republican institutions, who in Kurope are enjoying our
misfortunes and

auguring our overthrow.
But now we believe the thing lias
changed,
and auspiciously for us. The
enemy lias concentrated his best troops—all he can command
—to defend his capital.
Over the dead bodies
of

the bravest wen

blood to Richmond.

of

, air

s
,

the South ire trade in

To take

defended, is an event of such
rial significance as will go far

a

capital thus

moral aud mateto end the war.

We delude ourselves when we ex|>ect or hoi>e
lor easy conquest over the South. The war is

sltare of this

w

orld's

“gear.”

les

Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. t.nnnett.
J. H. McLetlan,
Jas. F. l’attcn,

annually excavated.—
.imestoue is also found in abundance, hut lieslate,

is unfit Ibr

building

pur-

loses.

Some four or five miles to the northward of
village, at the confluence of the Kennebec

, lie

aid
,

Wm. Drummond,
Sam i I. Robinson,
Arthur Bewail,
Lewis Blackmer,
B. A. Houghton,
E. K.
E. C.

Bath, July 3. 1862.

|

FIRE

Sandy rivers, is “Old Point,” the site of
village of the “Norridgewogs,” and

AND FANCY

vlmse heroism and

devotion,

all sects must re-

•ognize.
I

am

told that the ladies of

N., patriotic

and

lumane, have inserted in the programme of
estivities, for the coming anniversary of the
lation’s birth-day, a fair and levee for the ben•fit of sick and wounded soldiers. Success to

GOODS,

Dye-Stuffs,
in

a

Drug

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST*, Portland.
Portland,

23, lSfi2.

DOLE

dtf

&

.Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

taken store. No. 73 Middle Street,
(l ox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to tbeir large and well selected stock of

B. O. Mayo.

suhaeribcr would
[THE
iiouncc to lit.

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

THOR. H. P«K>R.

OLIVER S.

BATII

MOODY.

! Agent

of the

following

First Class

Sigfl*

of every

Nationnl Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus. $500,000.

to order.
riau2w

Every Delicacy

90

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, $250,000.

I

Cqmtable Fire and Marine Ins* Co.,

B.

PORTLAND.

THIS

ham
Providence.
BB6 Broadway.
Perfect Security, w hich ought always to be the i
first consideration in effecting insurance,'is here of- !
REMEMBER THE NUMBER.
fered to the public, at the lowest rates of
premium j
SIGN OF THE BIG FLAG.
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd’s Building," opposite Post Office.
90 MIDDLE STREET,

j

d&wtf

STATIONERY"

BOOKS &

56 AND 58

&

COMMISSION

Wo make to order
every kind of Blank Book used ,
by Banks. Insurance and Railroad Companies. Ho- I
tels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

PELEO

LYNCH.

THOS. LYNCH.

WILLIAM ( APIA,

PAINTER,

■UK \V»f D.wu Willow Slrrrt,

j

MK.

Street.

BREED A Tl’KEV,
ISII’IIRTXIU* or

^

|

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
50 Onion, four doors from Middle Street,

1‘OKTLAND, 11F.

tr.B.BKKKD.

—AND—

ou hand and made to order,
every variety of style and finish. From our long

our

we an*

enabled to offer to the trade and
Imrgnina iu quality and prices,

costomers better

than

be found in any other establishment iu the
Our stock of

ALBERT YYi:ilB A CO.,

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MEBRILL’S WHARF,
t'omnirrrinl Slrrrl,-

Portland, Mr.
je23tf

can

State.

STATIONERY

1*1 Middle Slrrrl.

Partlnnd. Mr.

greatest care from the best For* j
eign and American House*, and embraces every arti- ;
cle needed for public offices. C ounting Houses and
AND SILVERSMITH.
private use*, and at lowest prices.
Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23, 1862.
tf
ROOM PAPERS
Of every
the various

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Marble

variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold paper* manufactured, to*

gether with a full stock of Satins, medium* and com*
mon paj>ers—the largest stock to lie found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
overy kind in

use at

wholesale

prices..

J.

K.
If

Marble

THOMPSON,

prepared

Marble,

Work.

to

receive orders for

Free Stone,

DAY 18,
63

Portland June

s. ii.

great

Chimney Pieces, Monumental

Work

aud

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sis*..

coLciwwnnr,

MASTER’S Interest
a Vessel.
Reft of Reference* given.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
June 24. 1802.
•d4w
BOX 072.
lu

EXCHANGE STREET,

A

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

The

and

rllHE

Express
be iu

Book-Binding
Done

Picture-Framing,

neatly

a*

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC
For sale at the

MEDICINES,

above store by

SEAVEY.

Physician*

book*.
June

«

and Families supplied with Medicines and
a*e*. renewed auu vials refilled.

21. lfrU,

ME.

Wautwl to Purr hasp.

\

Has removed bis stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frants, Paper Raminis Fancy Goods, ic., it.,

M.

PORTLAND,

je23tf

Exchange Street.

23, 1862.

TO No. 92

A

coddm

for and

j

ST* You

Use

no other

Crystal

CARD.
& Masonic Journal.

publication of this pa|>er w ill bo resumed in
A July aud be issued regularly on the 1st aud 15th
>1 each month. Subscriptions and communications
u the 1’. State* must lie sent to
THE GKYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
I'hosc in Canada to WATERVILEE, C. E.
Tin- first numlM-r will contain h full
report of "Tub
['kntenni ai. t fi FniiATi*iN.” Iliose ti« sjriiig extra
of
that
number
address
as
above.
•••pies
ph-use
CYRIL PKAKL, Kditor.
OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER.
d&w2wr

provided

sold in Portland at lowest

can

>lh ce.

with

Boston rate#

W. D. LITTLE, Agknt.
(>fir+ 81 Exchange Street.
save money bv securing tickets at this

JnneJQ.

dawtf

can

%

STEAMBOATS.

Bontoil.

be found at

Portland and !t,w York Stnunrn.

the above place.

w]y

!

Ever brouplit into the city,

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE!

N. I.

MITCHELL’S,

always

be

a

found at

127 MIDDLE ST.

June 23. 1861.

large lot of

(ANSI MERES.
DOESKINS.
MIXTURES, SATINETS, Ac. Ac.

EitlM-r for Tout
at

j

|

price* that

or

can t

l'ants. ami iu this liuo
be beat.

Ladies' Sacks and
Constantly on hand,

we

(

Weekly Mail Line.

Mantillas,

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HI ItKKM AN, NORTH
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. XOfA M. Oil AN—will sail from Quebec every Sat aria y morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry
Passenger* leave P ortlland per Grand Tiunk Trains
vith United State- mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M..
■otinecfing with Steamer at Quebec eyery Saturday

and made to order.

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
GlILTS. LINENS,

DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

j

—

;

Science.

I have found them all that could he desired. Their
effect has been truly mmderfnl. I used them in a
case of Spermatorrlnra of long standing w hich has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. P. Dk kkk, M D.
UW"Thi# is not a Homeopathic reinedv, nor is tlieru
am niercurv or other deleterious ingredient combined with it.
Prick—91 i»er box. Six boxes for 96. by Mail prepaid. Kor sale bv all resjwctable Druggists, and at
the Sole General Depot in the United States, by
.1. WINCHESTER, W) John St., N. V.

\

Koruiag.

Passage to Livcrp«»ol, Londonderry or Glasgow:
riiird ( lass. «3» First ( lass. 967 to '9*2- according
o accommodation,—w hich includes tickets ou Grand
rrtink Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets Issued at reduced rates
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
»ack. 9150.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
J. I*. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1«62.
dtf

—

Every Variety of House-Keeping Goods,
Is

un*iir|>as*ed. ami one can always Hud
line, at about wholesale prices.

any

article

in this
YVe

have

a

large assortment

PARASOLS,

dtf

MONTREAL
imt;a\ steamship co 9

will sell

O UR STOCK OF PRINTSj

We liclieve it to Ik*, in the treatment of Spermntorrfura as near a Spec ific as anv medicine can l*e.”
B. Keith, M. l>.~American JouriuU of Medical

Sidney
notice ruu

Portland
For freight or passage applv to
KMKHY k FoX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
II B CROMWELL k CO.. No. 96 West Street,
few York.

GOODS,

CLOTHS,
SPECIFIC REMEDY FOB
Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the terrible amscijurnrea of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the loug catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very spriugs of Life, rapidty undermines
the constitution, and sinks the unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave ! From one to three
boxes of the S|**cific Pill are sufficient to effect a permanent cure in the m>>st ai/ffraraled cases, w hether
constitutional, or arisiugfrom Abuse or Excesses.
A

Steamship

making

purchased at the lowest eash prices, to be sold at
trifling anvance.
have al*«>

hot

This vessel is tilted up with tine accommodations for
this the most speedr. safe and
‘a.tsengem,
omfortaMe route for travellem between New York
md Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare and State
looms.
Hood* forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
>uebec, Bangor, Bath. Augusta, East port and St.
lohu.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
teamer before 3 P. M.t on the day that she leaves

Just

e

and

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 1*. M and leave l*ier 9 North" Kirer, New
fork, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M.

We have in store the most extensive stock of

DRE2SS

splendid

^^AfPCKuvBLL,
tSMSho follows:

Dry Goods,
can

The

m

Captain
f~<Mi MCH ESA PEAKE,"
will until further

THE BEST, MOST EXTENSIVE

Assortment of

rST-pRICKS—In seven ounce bottles, 91—Six
Bottles for $5. In sixteen ounce Bottles, fil—Three
for 96.
Circulars gratis.
Sold bv all r»-*|»*ctab!o
Druggists, and at the Sole General Depot in the United States, by
J. WINCHESTER, 35 John Street, N. Y.

Sold at

Soap Stone,

Grindstones.

HALL L.

r. J. Iorkistall

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

WJI. 11. II. HATCH,

Is selected with the

BANFIELD.

W.

June 23.

M

DKALKUA IN

Premium Blank Bonks

and a) Federal and 106 Cdit great Street a,

2*

ADDI80X

a

JMjNHjf

_

Entnbliahrd in 1825*

experience,

quire

Niagara Falls.

~

JOHN B. BKOAVN A SONS,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

WAREHOUSE !

of

j.u tvsev.

Sugar Refinery,

PER HANGING

MPTkk*t»

8TAT10KKKT. TOYS, Ac..

jtvJO—4uid&wr

_

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

PA

—

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

dtf

GOODS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

nals of medicine.
The ilyfHijthoAjihifes have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hand iucrca«ing the principle
which Constitutes Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Generating Aoknts Known.
In cases of Nervous Debility
or Postration of the Vital powers, from
any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

and findings,

EXCHANQE ST.

53

Chronic Bronchitis. Nervous
Prostration, General Debility, Dvspctwia, Scrofula, Marasmus, Loss of Appetite, Neuralgia,
Female Complaint*, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a great reputation Ibr
ino*t Extraordinary Cukes in all Staoeeor
Consumption. It is reconi me ud<-d by many thousand Phvsicians in the United States and Europe—
hat ing been used with results uuparalle.lod in the an-

and

This road is broad uuaok and is
S»*w and Splendid Sleeping Cam.

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

Consumption, Asthma,

RAILWAY.

Yia BurrALn, Dunkirk,

ASP PEA LEX IS

FANCY

"WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.”
Is tho only reliable form of Hypo phosphites, made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Uhurchill.
'In-

Lastings, Serges, Elastic Onssettings,

Exchange

BY THK

ERIE

AND VARIED
—

BAILEY Si. NOYES,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo. St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Lous,
New Osliass. or any part of the
WEST, SOl’TH OR NORTH WEST,

A. W. BANFIELD,

FOR THE PREVENTION AND CURE OP

MERCHANTS,

PORTLAND,

ro

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

je23dtf

SIGN

mmg THROUGH TICKETS
:

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,
mrORTER

on

66 and 68

and

Q-rocers,

MARKER,

to Order. -&Z

*•* Meals toUaot'LAtt Boakpkkb at Reduced Ratea.
< '!*<•'>
every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to 5
o'clock.
yc23edtf

STR EN (»TII ENS the Nen ous System.

Portland. Mr.
JOHN

STATIONERY.

Portland, June 23.1862.

Prog* Served

Me.

CORRECTS.Indigestion
Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaints & Itillou* Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache.

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite bead of Widgery's Wharf,)

j

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
j
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letter*. Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, tiold Pens, Meel Pens, Ac., kc. Kvery article at lowest rates. We Buy for Cash and
Sell Cheap.

373

Cl'R ES.I >y »iw psia,

GRANITE

YOYES,

EXC HANGE STREET, PORTLAND,

TIT COMB,

APOTHECARY,
Congress Street,
Portland,

dim

Wholesale

Manufactured and for Sale by

BAILEY

II.

(.JOHX LYNCH A

BLANK ACCOUNT BOOKS !

hours.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

T. R. BURNHAM
June 23.

ME

Serves! to order.

-PREPARED BY-

MIDDLE SRREET,

is the only Room where either of the Burnham* are interested in the City, J. U. P. Burnhaving sold his Room and gone to New York,

Of

dtf

TURTLE SOUR, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROI'T and all kladaafCAME

^Photographic Artist,

Republic Fire Insurance Company*
York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, $312,000.

Stable connected

of the Season

Served up at all

cr.

’^JvrfUJLvX'FHREST

PORTLAND.
JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

T. R. BURNHAM,

Of New

On and after April 28, the Steam"NEW BRUNSWICK” and
CITY" will, until furXSBm^M^rntber notice, leave P. S. A P. R. R.
whait, loot of atale Street, a. follow.:
Steamer "New Brunswick," ( apt. F.. B. Witrnnrru. will leave for Ka.tfobt and St. Johx every
MONDAY, at 5 o'clock. P. M.
Returning will have St Joirx eeerr THURSDAT
MiIRMNG, at 8 o'clock, for EA.TroXT, Poetlaxd
snd Bowtox.
Steamer “Forest Cite,” Uapt. E. Field. will leave
for Eastport and St. Jobx every THURSDAY at
I o'clock P. M.
Through ticket, are sold by this line connecting at
Kastcort with stage coaches for Mathias mud
with Steamer (meet* for Kobbinstnn, Calais, St.
.tethers, and ST. Axdrewa, and at the latter plaea
>ver Railway for Caxtkubtby; from thence
per
‘tage roaches for Woodstock and Houltox, w inch
« the cheapest and moat
expeditions way of reaching
I he Aroostook County.
We nl.o ticket through per Steamer. and Railway.
Ibr WlXDAOH, Halieax, Dll.by. Fuxdxkittox,
Sussex. Moxttox. Siiediat, Pxixi x Edw ard
I.laxh, Pictou, North Sanaa or New Bitcxawh e, Mirihkhi, and Bay de Craleur.
C. C. EATON.
Jane 23.
daw if

■‘“ATtN,

i

Xo. 7 MILK STREET,

description executed

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

\

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE.

me.

June 23.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

386, Washington 8t., Bath.

No. 10 EXCHANGE STREET,

Steamship Company.

1

HOTEL,

•♦•Terms $1 per day.
with house.
Bath, June 23. l5^.

SIGN AND FANCY PAINTER,

Insurance Co’s:

International

respectfully an>

By C. M. PL l1 M M KR.

BEALE,

Portland,

Proprietor.
MAINE.

very

Phillips.

Passenger, for this route will take the cur. at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON, Snp't.
»srmiugton May 6. 1861.
june23drf

toment, and hones by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronaee which he has
hitherto received.
E. (., MAYO.
Passadtinikcay. June 23.1882.
dAwtf

eodtf

IIAI.'DINti, President,
HYDE. Secretary.

of

route*

numerous friends, and the
pnf.lis- yciKTUIIy. Hint .turiiiu tlrs- trni|>orarv
c-—.—Jconipukory suspension of Ins business lie
na* furnished this well-known house
anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait U|»n his rus-

dispensary

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

....

PASSADUMKEAQ.

PORTLAND, Me.

(». E. K. Patten,
K. h. Harding,
J. p. Morse,
David Patten,
J. C. Jameson.

rWffMB

ind

And solicit a share of public patronage,
trusting
that bv furnishing the purest chemicals and l*e«t stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

Je24tf

from all the

access

arraxoewext.

**11 and alter Moxdat, May 6, 1*3,
will Iravc Portland for Lewiston
awl F a< nnngton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick. at 9.1,1
M
Leave lewiiton for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight train- daily between Portland and LewieIon.
UTAOC COXXECTIOES.

CENTRAL IIOIXE,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

j

the

Drug Store!

CKOS.HA\ * POOR,

CIIAR. K. CROSS A X.

rummer

Stage leave. Strickland'. Ferry Tuesdays, Tbura!»l*ffiYr:ivH ** 0011 8 tlu* modern improve- lav.
and Saturday., for Livermore, ( acton. Pent
LESLflincnt*, and every convenience for the rotntort and accommodation of the
and
[Fixtteld; returning opposite dav..
travelling public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well
Stage leave. North Jay for East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
ventilated; j
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and
■nd Weld, on Tue-daya,
completely
Thursday, and Satnrdaya:
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
returning opposite dnvs.
ami the house will continue to be
as
Singe leave. Farmington .or New Vinevard. New
a first class
kept
Hotel in every respect.
Portland and Kinglield, on Wednesday, and Sstur*
lnv«, returning on Monday, and Fridays.
LEWIS ICICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January. 1862.
Stage, leave Farmington daily. Ibr Strong, Aron
d7mi*

KIDD S MAGJ.-23-lm<l»w

Drugs. Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

GENERAL

a>drosco<;<;i* railroad.

TS the largest and l>e*t arranged Hotel in
A
fl Rite I th** New England States; is centrally loca-

HAVE

MOODY,

Commission

ISTew

IIOISE,

Proprietor,

RJflLSttHi. and easy of

merchant,

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 8.00
I M on arrival of tram from Portland
and Boaton.
for \\ iscasset, Damanscotta, Waldoboro’
Rockland
and Thoinaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
lt«!la>t. ou arrival of train from Portland rh<i Hq*.
ton.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations ou tae
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
8c Kcnneliec Bonds.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Port*
l»«d.
It 11 CTSIIMAN,
Manager and Superletendcnt.
Augusta. April, 1862.
June23i|tf

Bohtoh, Mam.,

and

Establishment.

tv state A/rent f.>r DAVIS &
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

Augusta.

coaxxcTtoaa.

btao*

AMERICAN HOUSE,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
usually kept

eV-‘.“'.'i’®*

THE Pity of Bath is one of the healthiest I
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulIv situate*) on the Kennebec, twelve mile* I
■ from tlie s«*a. and affords one of the most
V!
invitinr retreats from the dust and tu moil of our
lanrc cities.
The Sauadahock is one of the finest, most
spacious, and beat ap|H>intcd Hotels in the State, located
within three minute* walk of the
Depot, Steamboat 1
Landing. Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.
Teraaa Moderate by tbe Week or Day*
Bath, June 23, 18*3.
dtf

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

And all other articles

A
f,,r Portland, connecting with tba
8.4o A M. tram lor Lowell and Boston
Leave Portland on
Saturdays, at 8.1# P. M., on arrival of tram from Bostou, for Bath aud

BATH, MAINE*

ANI> WHOLESALE DEALER IN

WARREX SPARROW,
ror. sf Exchaoge 8t,,
PORTLAND. ME.,

of that cruel massacre in which' the
ailltftil Jesuit Missionary, Father itasle, was

igaiu disturb tills tribute to the memory of one

SAOADAIldCK
Alfred Carr,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

!

Monday M.trniny and Saturday Kcrniny Trains.
tin Monday trains leave
Augusta at #.80 A. M and

Proprietor*

Je28—3m

OBce 14 Middle,

scene

lain, tlms putting the seal of martyrdom to
lie testimony of iive-and-tliirty
years of deoted labor among his Indian
disciples. It is
beautiful spot. The two streams, gliding
>eacefully into one, sweep gently round the
mint; the Helds wave with grass and grain ;
lie hoarse murmur of the rapids above comes,
oftened by distance, oil the ear; all around is
m simple and wild—it requires lint a
slight eli brt of tiie imagination to
go back to the time
vilen birch canoes were skimming on the suri*ce of these rivers, and the dusky children of
lie forest chanted here the impesssive ritual of
he Church of Koine. The plain stone inonunent of Kasle, which hud been overturned
by
mine vandal hand, was recently restored
by
lie citizens of Norridgvwock, with appropriate
•ereinonies. It is to he hoped that no one will

CIYAS* II. ADAMS*

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

Taint

c. d. mtowx,
Successor to Manning k Brown,

INSURANCE.

he ancient

, he

Drugs,

GENUINE MEDICINES.

.A_nd

thorough

June

Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P M.,
at Brunswick with the
Alnlruatoggin
trains for stations on that road; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad tor
Watervillc,
Kendall’s Mills and Sknwhegan, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pitta*
held, Newport and Bangor: arrlviugsaiue night.

connecting

ME7.

«f

earner

11 1# A.

1-a: min ? ton.
Leave Portland for

!

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

DEALER IN

A 1,80-

N If—All work being promptly and personAttended to, is warranted to give
satisfaction.
je23tf

Commission

J_i

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE 8TS.,

Fine Chemicals, Pure

Portland* Me*

ally

Congress,

at

Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Lewiston, Livermore Palls, Wilton and

Experienced

PORTLAND,

Bath, Portland aud Boston,

ior

-tugusta

connecting at
Jl
Itailroail for

THIS i* the largest Hotel in the State,
posseasing all the modern improvement*, and
first claas in every appointment.

j

Watch-Maker,

;

on

q/pmtncnl April 14/A, 1*3.
EjggflffSSD Puscnger trains will leave dally, (Sun*
■sEESHffdavs excepted I as follows:

Preble Streets*

je3>—3ra

141 Middle Street*

d6m

of fine stone are

heir good work.
one—materially, and in its results, the
1 cannot learn that our own
people have
grandest the world has ever seen. The South
made any arrangements lor
any special demonarc in earnest. They hale the
North, hate the j itration on the approaching 4th. There w ill
country, bate republican institutions—they are
H' tiie usual
parades, trial of fire engines, and
brave, bloody aud barbarian, and they must be
ast trotting horses,
ringing of bells at iuordiucaught and killed before there can Ik* peace in
itely party hours, and a perpetual salvo of
the land.
sjuilis and crackers from sunrise to sunset.—
Dr. Foulker, editor of the Memphis AvaVII this is as it should la-. I wish there were
nore of it.
Let people rejoice in any manner
lanche, one of the la*st informed men in the
South, writes in that pa|ier, June 30th, that “A
vhich seems to them good. If 1 could have
new programme has been determined
ny way, not only the squibs and crackers, but
upon by
the confederate leaders, who are
ill the big guns and little guns, every old fowlpreparing
themselves for a tremendous effort. They
ng-piece, pistol and ancient musket, evervconsider that the territory
liing, in short,, w hich could he fired,—except
recently given up
lias weakened the North ami
he “Southern heart”—should go off in one
corrcs|ioiidiitgly
strengthened the South. They expect to hold
jrand burst of jubilation and glorification.
a

■

DIRECTOR*:

John

On Dodlin uill, in the south part of the towu,
a granite quarry, from which
large quanti-

j ng mixed with

doubt,
months kept us at

that Cen. MeClel-

Si mated

E. J. CROSS,

exceeding i
$10,000 in *ny One Risk.

liospl-

tired to some inland

compelled

#5200,000

Haine villages. The inhabitants arc noted for
heir intelligence, refinement ami genial

light.

They would have repoint, and proclaimed
such retirement a strategic operation. Making their new centre of operations at Lynchburg or some other point, they would have
see

tT" < Irdi-r* solicited.

THE

they

Proprietor.

OF

Cocks, Valve*. Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

MUTUAL

of

over-arching
sweeping by, make a

rows

But their first design, that of abandoning i
I’iehuioud without serious resistance, was the
contains some of the lies! farms in the State.—
wiser one, and no doubt their more sagacious
rile cultivation of
men

Steam

not,

And that
are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, against marine risks, not

BRACKETT,

PREBLE HOUSE,

A\D EVERY DESCRIPTION OF lACHIVERY,

I

The events of the

OFFICE UNDER THE SAI.AHAHOCK HOUSE.
FRONT SI'REirr.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
| Capital Stock amounts to

Xorridyewnrk—Inhabitants noted for their |
Their Employment—(irnnite
Itcfinement
tfnarry—Old Point—Father Haste—Independence Day.

they coultl hold the James river against
our naval forces.
But, unexpectedly to them,
our vessels, even our iron-clad
impregnable*,
were
repulsed at Fort Darling. Moreover.
Gen. McClellun's advance had been necessarily
slow, whence they have taken courage, and
had ample time to change their mind and reconstruct new plans.
The clamor of Virginia
against abandoning it* capital, lias had weight,

wretched

our

aCUKIR ARKAMIEUKKT.

__ler run* from Portland dailv.
boatmen in attendanc.
je26*8w

WINSLOW, Agent,

I

It went into battle withtidd

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Karine Insurance Company.

and

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND K. R.

for Genteel Hoarder*—three mile*
'ro»« Portland—within thirty rods of the
|
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
[
I sea-bathing and water excursion* A steam-

tcislm

MANUFACTURER

by the frosts of
impressions are sobered by the

BATH

ncnpof whom only 81 ran now Ik- found. The
<ix captains were all killed within an hour
tfter the tight commenced.
I).

lieve

cause.

Major. Adjutant,six Captains

five Lieutenants.

mond newspapers satisfies me that such determination was then formed. They did not be-

a

J. L.

whose locks are bleached

us

age, and whose

tin; casualties in the fourth New
Ik- found to exceed that of
any
Jtber regiment. It lost its Colonel, Lieuten-

The tone of the Rich-

around

Portiaud, .June 23, 18*52.

is nobler, and fuller of the heroism which w ill
no sacrifice.
This is true, not merely

Probably
Jersey will

Clellan first reached the Peninsula it was the
design of the rebel leaders to evacuate Rich-

lurid

Clothiers,

Of tlie Most Desirable Pattern.

falter at

hold it. and Rich-

stand-point,

Summer Retreat,
HENRY M.

surface

mere

positively excellent.
[The lists of killed and wounded soldiers
*ent by our eorrosjjoiident, we
published yes-

1 doubt not but that at the time Geu. Mc-

which throw

to

H^Y,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

past eighteen months have been like the deep
soil ploughshare, penetrating far below the

of

Jrl.

our w

country

and in his way of war, I
believe his conduct of tile campaign has been

The news received

daring and sacrifices,
gleams of an unholy glory

the

longer ground

see this.

lesson to tlie South and to the world.
I am no defender of Gen. McClellan’s strat'gv. I believe in another kind of war. But

The tine* from the Peninsula—Effect of the
capture of Richmond note—Earnestness of
the Rebels—The Peninsula Campaign—The

itli

The rebels

mond will be ours, and ours under dread and
oleum auspices that will make its capture a

Correspondent,]
Letter from Washington.

w

were

Thank God!

I

sition.

also, and now, from all these reasons, and from
others which need not be discussed, the determination to defend the city lias been taken,
and it is carried'Out with a vigor and a skill,

Independence Day

on

fruit it would ever bear.

They i ing years, to l>e left to the guidance of a genfall upon him as he moves. They are repulsed
eration too frivolous to appreciate the noblein four days of tremendous fighting. Each
i ness of the trust.
Epsn.oy.
repulse is a victory to us. Two of their best
generals have been lost to them,-—Jackson
INSURANCE.
lead, Magrudcr a prisoner. We hold our po-

COMMUNICATIONS.

mond without battle.

ti

Temple Street,

RAILROADS.

OPEN

means

oevitablc capture.

above.

(From

of

corner

HOTELS.

AND DEALER* IN

ver-

disenchanting lessons of time, but of the young
of escape, would ail
and ardent. Their enthusiasm is directed into
have been at the mercy of tlie enemy.
new, and less selfish channels. The past is full
Hence he must recur to the orignal hope.— ; of promise for the flit lire. To us, w ho are
He must have tlie James river. He moves his
soon to pass away, it gives the assurance that
base thither. He threatens Fort Darling with
the destinies of our
are
in com-

pertaining to the of- I

promptly transacted

Middle,

Fashionable

hole land, evidence
that the sentiment of patriotism among us is
a feeling far more
thoughtful and profound

eager to go forward than Irvin McDowhut higher authority Iia« kept him back.

munition, train,

Portland

dispatch;

bose orations

perceive throughout

Ill tlie absence of such co-operation, it 1ms
ty All communications intended for the paper |
been demonstrated that McClellan's communishould be directed to the Editor* of the Press” and
cations have been in danger. His stores, amthose of a business character to the Publishers.

with

thoughtfhl

I there is no

more

vance.

Daily and Maine 8tate
nr*Tbe
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
tar Job Printing of every description executed

j

j only

TICKER & WEBSTER,
109

jjO. 14.

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

PAINTER,

the

Transput advertisements must

BUSINESS CARDS.

layers, and bringing into action ! STEAM AND GAS FITTING,
Done in the best manner.
hidden elements of strength and greatness, of !
w hose existence we had half
Works 6 Union St. *nd 233 & 235 Fore St.,
despaired. We
PORT I. AX D, ME.
jnltdtf
; are less vain, perhaps, of our liberties and our
pectation for tlie time. He used tlie next best prosperity, since we have seen them trembling,
3BC j9l. N 8 O 1ST ,
approach, the York and tlie Pamtinkey. Any and almost slipping from our grasp; yet they
lie
have
from
have
a
the
dearness
which
co-operation
might
expected
acquired
belongs only ; SIGN AND ORNAMENTAL
to things for which we have struggled and sufarmy on tlie Rappahannock lias lieen deferred,
for other reasons than tlie backwardness of its
fered. The watchword “Our County” wakes !
commander or its troops. No man has been
not perhaps, to-day, a thrill more proud, but it
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

cent*.

Advertisements inserted

some

j

Advertisements, §1.00 per square,
France may he wise in time. We have tlie
for throe insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, §1.26 per square; 75 cents per
] men and the means for this war, and for any
other which the necessities of our State may
week after. One square every other day one week,
§1.00; 60 cents jier week after.
impose upon us.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements, j
When Gen. McCJellan planned tlie campaign
82.00 per square per week.
of tlie peninsula, lie expected to employ the
Special Notices, §1.50 per square for first week,
James river as tlie approach to Richmond.—
§1.00 per week after.
Tlie overdreaded Men imae defeated that exBusiness Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
one

among the letter ami more
portion, that all our patriotism was

JULY 0, 1802.

MORNING,

extent

j

! of this sort, and that powder-burning, and

will have work before them, and their march
will echo across tlie Atlantic. England and

Advertising:

Transient

per line for

propensity to explode gunpowder when- I
feel glorious, is decidedly an American ;
peculiarity. A vast amount of patriotism has,
in times past, annually found its outlet in this
way. Indeed, the impression has prevailed to
ever we

for any such fear,
j Not alone in the rich record of noble deeds
Tlie three hundred thousand additional : and costly sacrifices is its reputation written.
troops called for in yesterday’s proclamation, I think no observing person can have failed to

The Portland Daily Press is

morning, (Suudays excepted),

yield

giving uj»,
but will fight to the last, i.nd when they can
fight no longer, instead of surrendering and
having their property confiscated and themselves disfranchised, they will make a direct
proposition to France and England to become
a colony or appendage.
If this alternative is
forced upon them, they will strive to become
the subjects of Napoleon rather than
England.” This lie, one of them, asserts as tlie
determined policy of tlie rebel leaders.

JOHN T. GILMAN, t
JOSEPH B. HALL, I Edltor"'

WEDNESDAY

of

SIX-me BELLAS.

SKIRTS,

HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS.
GLOVES. HOSIERY,

And

an

Geo. Warren,
*l'<TK**OE TO

endless

variety of of Small Articles pertainbusiness, all of which will be sold cheap

THAYER &

ing to our
cash, at

wholesale by W. F. PHI 1.1.1 PS,
Portland, Me.

june23d& w4w

for

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

I'T. I.
BMce of I'om I os urt‘.
1
VOTICK i- hereby given, that the subscriber, Sain127 MIDDLE STREET,- MUZZEY BOW.
uel S. Webster, of Portlaud, In the County of |
JcSSeodd* wtf
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims bv mortgage
|
___
a certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwest- | G&MMEM STREET
SE.TIIVIRY,
erly corner of land now or formerly of Koval Leigh- |

l^itch.ell's,

ton. thence easterly and northerly bv the same to laud
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.
of John W Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
j
land of Jeremiah llal), thence southerly and westerj
lv by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs. 1
thence northerly and westerly by the same and lain! I
of Philip <• amnion to the county'read, thence northrilHE AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
erly by said road to the tirst bounds; containing sevA 8th, and UoutiiiRe 15 week*.
Cnteen acres more or less, subject to the right of JerPrior to July 21*t, full information can be obtained
cmiah lloblts or his assigns to pas-- and repass through
of the Principal. 340 CongreM Street. Hour* from
said premises.
Said real estate having bi-cti conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel s. Webster and Micah Samp- : 8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturda\ *. Alter that time application inav be nmtle at 40 State Street.
Bon bv Dependence H. Furbish, bv his deed of An,
Portland. June 23. 18*12.
2aw 10w
gust 22, 1855, recorded in the Registry of I bills for !
Cumberland County, in book 2ti3, page
; which | -__
was
mortgage
duly assigned by said Micah Sampson i
Or. John C.
to Samuel S. Wctoter, June 8ft, ItWS. as
willapjaur i
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
PHYSICIAN AN1>
to all of w hich records reference is to he had tor a
more purtieular description. The condition of said i
88 Court St., Corkrr ok Howard. Bohtow, i*
derai of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber. asconsulted daily from Id until 2. and from •• to 8 in the
signee of -aid mortgage, hv nnsou thereof do claim
evening, <>n all diseases of the Urinary ami tirnital
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do
hereby notify
Organ*. .Scrofulous Affection*. Humor* of all kind*.
ull I sillies interested of my claim to foreclose said
Sore*, Ulcer* mid UruptioiM, 4 einale <'omplaint*, Ac.
mortgage, on uccouut of the breach of the conditions
An experience of over twenty year*’ ext* n*ive
practb'irof.
tice enable* Dr. M to cure all of the moat difficult
Dated at Portland thic first dav of July, A. D 18G2.
ca*e*.
Medicine* entirely vegetable. Advice Free,

Hiss £. L. Whittier,

WARREN,

Proprietor of the

•

j

:
t

!

tailing from Liverpool for Bostm^twice a mouth,
deerage Pa-sage. 920. Also, AgfRr for New York
nd LHcrpool Steamships, -ailing from New York
very Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wcdneslay. and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
’manage. 975. 3u ( lass. 930.
Sight Bills of Exchange, for £1 Sterling and upvain, payable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ire-

and

Principal.

r

constantly

for sale.

For 1’a—age Certificate*, Steamer
for further information. Address.

Tickets, Drafts,

GEO. WARREN, W State Street. Boston. Mass.

j

Molt,
SURGEON,

juK-wjw*

sam’l s. Webster.

June 23,18U2.

.*ii3aw8ni

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.

|

I

| j
1

SPIRITS TURPENTINE .-We invite
paint-

trial of the NVrona Turpentine from all
S’ATKONA

; rs.

J
*'
c

a

for cither House or Ship work, inside or out. It
froa imfi, witk fiat coiiaJ to spirits,
evapoites no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be cxcell'I. It works Kgi'AL to the common
spirits on all
inda of painting. or in Oil (loth uiauti fact tiring
i* evidence of the excellence of Hie article, tin* unondgned can rsfrr to numbers of the first painters
f llotitou and vicinity, if desired.

CHARLES TOPrAN,
New England, 40 Fulton St.. Boston,
1 or sale by Banker k Carpenter. Merrill k Brother,
s. J. Perkins k Co., Portland, and 1 ha- F l*otUr
uguatu.
juoettwbu

Agent

for

a* harmless a* a charge of pigeon shot
upon the Monitor, but we will not pass by the
above without, once for all, stamping, as a

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Wednesday Morning:, July 9,

groundless
charge that

1862.

---

on

REPUBLICAN
FOR

NOMINATIONS.

Gov. Andrew

For Rspmentmtive
Congress,
Fifth District FREDERIC A. PIKE, ofCs'.sis.
For

Senators,
Fori.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON 8. TUCKER, of Saco.
LUTHER SANBORN, of Panotiefield.

those

same

rebels with

a

Tins

barbarity

that would

the substance of

disgrace savage.
his “condition,” coupled as it was with a further suggestion, that if the slaves of rebels
could he used against those rebels, as they now
are against the loyal army, the hearts of the
a

County Treasurers,

Fori;.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.
For Registers of Deeds,
Fork..SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
1

full confidence to

protection of the property of men in rebellion,
while their own sons were being treated by

For Sheriff*.
Fork.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

--

expressed

calculated to raise the ardor of Massachusetts
men to feel that they were to he used for the

For County Commissioncrv
Fork.DIMON ROBERTS, of CTtran,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

—

which Massachusetts would furnish enlistWe have seen this groundless charge

the President that the call upon liis State
would be met, and met within sixty days; at
the same time lie did suggest that it was not

to

■

silly falsehood, the covert
proposed conditions

God. Andrew

before made, and in a more open and direct
manner, and on a former occasion, and in other columns we gave a prompt denial to the allegation, and we now repeat that denial.

GOVERNOR,

OF SKOWUEGAN.

■

and

ments.

ABNER COBURN,

For

From the Army of the Potomac.

assault*

THE DAILY PRESS.

men

of Massachusetts would be tilled with ill-

spiral ion :

'■

was

their faith in

success

would he stim-

ulated, and recruits would press forward with
increased numbers: and we have yet to learn
that the people of Maine as well as Massachu-

The Late .Movements in front of Richmond.

Was Gen. McClellan compelled to retreat

change hi* Base line of operations, or
did lie, in making the change, only carry out a
pre-arranged programme, made with a view to
strengthen his position, and to place him in a
better situation to accomplish the objects he
had In view—the seizure and occupation of
Richmond ? The rebels will labor to impress
and thus

setts

will not say Amen to this

(.rami i-

reunion

suggestion.

Yesterday morning, pursuant

to

of Brunswick, one of Governor
Washburn’s aids, who has been on the Penin-

sula, looking after

previous

notice, the Odd Fellows of Portland, under the

Review of the Market.

EltATA.—In onr report of Governor Andrew's remarks at Windham, the types said
Franklin, for Thankful Hussey; she was the
wife of our townsman, Samuel Hussey, who

Maine troops, arrived
morning. lie left Har-

city yesterday
rison's Landing last Thursday evening, and
gave us an interesting account of the situation
of the Army of the Potomac. He says that

owned and occupied tile brick house standing
at the comer of Congress and Pearl streets.
She was in her day, one of the most intiuciiti.nl

there is no truth in the stories of Federal defeat. which so startled our people last week.—

speakers or preachers in the Society of Friends
in this vicinity. Noah Read,
whose beard
and hat.” the Governor said,” were big enough

McClellan has changed his front, and his right,
which formerly rested at Mechanicsville. has

"

been swung around, and has now become his
left. He heard Gen. McClellan say that they
had had

to cover the whole town,” was the father of
our former townsman Rufus
Read, and the

six

days’ battle, and had beaten the
enemy ercry time, notwithstanding their numbers. The last battle—Tuesday eve—he
repre-

sented

a

terrific.

as

The

re lie 1

forces

were

Governor might have added that the respect
for this good member of the Socley of Friends,
extended much wider than the brim of his hat
or the boundaries even of the town.

liter-

ally slaughtered by thousands, and were driven back a mile and a
half, over fields literally
piled with their dead.
The Maine regiments, he informs us, came
out of the battles with comparatively small
loss, although they were always in the thickest of the fight.
The Maine troops have won
the reputation of being among the
very best
troops in the army. Their Spartan bravery

Wii.i. the People Respond.—In another
column will lie found the Proclamations and
General Orders of the Governor, and Commander-in-Chief.

rolled militia.

versed. remarked upon the Maine troops. Said
he, “Your troops are the wonder of the army.

Meu of Maine! you

country

calls!

Rally to its defense! Don’t wait to lie
drafted, but grasp your musket at ouee, and
hasten to join your noble compatriots who
have already faced the foe, and emulate their
glorious example.
no one blame the publishers or edditors because more extended
telegraphic reports are not given. The telegraph, be it remembered, is under Censorship. Two nights
since we received, as did other editors, a
long
confldental dispatch In relation to the matter,

burr out of a

squirrel's
teeth as far as they can see him:
they are perfectly cool when under fire, and are perfect
devils in a charge; at the same time, their power of endurance on
fatigue duty is truly wonderful.” If a forlorn hope is to he sent on perilous duly, the gallant sons of the Pine Tree
a

We shall be

grievously at
fault in our estimate of the patriotism of the
people of Maine if they do not respond right
gloriously to this new demand upon them.—
What a name it would give our noble State if
the full complement required could lie raised
without the necessity of calling upon the en-

and heroic endurance have become proverbial.
A military gentleman, with whom Col. E. con-

will knock

fnue

BY M. 5. RICH.

our

in this

They

ol the Udd Fellows.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Elliot,

Col.

For the week

ending July 9th,

5>l (jAK

1U2.

ASHES.—There is a steady, fair demand for small
Pots, and 5]e for Pearls.
APPLES.—As previously noticed, Green Apples

getting to be very scarce in this market. The
assortment at this time being confined to Western
Russets, which arc selling at 84 60.&-6 4> bbl. Dried
are

dull at

^ lb.

2&3c

for

uneored,

BEANS.—Pea Beans continue to arrive very sparand are brisk sale at 83a3 25 p bush. Blue
Pods 2 75.a3 00, and Marrow* 2 i»o2 75 4* bush.
BREAD.—Continues in moderately fair demand at
recent reduced prices. We quote Pilot 84 75«5 4*
bbl.; Ship 83 75a4; Crackers, 83 25 a 3 50 4> bbl., and
35 a 40c 4> hundred.
BUTTER.—The supply of Country Ball Butter continues liberal, with a steady, fair demand at 14al7c.
The slock of Store Butter is nearly run out. We

ingly,

active demand.

COFFEE.—Prices are firm at recent advances,
though sales are limited. Confined chiefly to small
lots at the following quotations: Java
20a,2GJc, Rio
21 «22c, St. Domingo 21 «22c.
CREAM TARTAR.—We notice an advance on
Cream Tartar since our last review, and now quote
35o.46c 4> lb. The latter price being for the pure article unadulterated.

Sales confined

CEMENT.—There is

a

chiefly to cash.
inquiry, and

continued lair

sales moderate at 1 20a 1 30
ing downwards.

CORDAGE.—We notice

bbl., and prices tendno

change

in

Cordage

since our last review, and continue to quote Ameriauspices ol' Ancient Brother if Lodge, turned
can 10Valle and Manilla
10J 11c, and Russia Boltout in goodly numbers on a grand picnic exrope 14£14jc 4> lb,
cursion to Hath. Delegations accompanied I
the South with the idea that McClellan was
COAL.—We notice a further advance of 60c on
them from many of the surrounding towns. It ! State are in the van: if the rear is
driven back, and that his change of position
Coals, and dealers are now selling White Ash, Lehigh
to lie desand Franklin (at retail) 87 4* ton. Prices for Cumis creditable to the fraternity that they are not
was an after-thought, forced upon him.
But
perately defended against overwhelming odds,
berland are nominal at 8 25a.8 50 4> ton.
so ultra in their
was it really so?
Otldity as to shun that deli- I there the stalwart Maine boys are sure to lie
COOPERAGE.—The market remains nearly bare
cate portion of humanity designed by the ! sent: and if a
10 snow mai lor
tae wsuuiuiiy u nrw m
which satisfies us that much blame has been
tract of forest is to lie felled and
of City-made Shooks, with a demand fully up to the
several days before the rebels made any at- | Creator to raise man above his singularity,
bestowed
individuals
not
entitled to cenupon
| fortifications are to be built, the axes of the
supply. Prices for Country Shooks are without
and to yoke him to u better self; and so they
tack upon McClellan's right wing, the latter
change to notice. Headings are in fair demand at
Maine lumbermen are heard.
sure, and which satisfied us also that the pubwere found on this occasion accompanied by
21a25c 4* pair. Shipping Hoops are in moderate rewas embarking his stores at White House .that
lic may as well refrain from fretting this hot
In fact, the way our down easters have of
quest at 820£S22. Sugar Box Shooks are inactive at
the trains were bringing in the sick and
large numbers of ladies—mothers,- wives, ; doing their work is perfectly
surprising to the weather, especially as no fretting will bring 45 50c.
wounded, that hay and other bulky forage ordaughters, sisters and sweethearts—making a
Pennsylvanians, nnd other westeen troops.— relief; besides, fretting, at any time, excites
DUCK.—Portland Duck is firm at recent advanced
dered to White House was not unloaded there,
company in the aggregate, sufficient to fill combad blood, and is very deleterious in its influIs a forest to be felled ? our boys “undercut”
quotations, which we continue as follows, viz: Portseven
ears.
The
Portland
but sent around into James river, and that all
land
No. 1 53c, and No. 10 35c; No. 1 Navy Superior
pactly
large
Band, several acres, and then, at last, “start the drive.” ence upon Hie disposition.
sixteen pieces, under the accomplished leader62c, and No. 10 34c; Raven’s Duck, 24c; Drills, 30
the operations indicated some important moveand hundreds of trees are crushed down, while
The Iloulton Timex has seen a genuinch, 14c; 21 inch, 13]c 4> yd., with au active dement, though the uninitiated could not tell
ship of Mr. Morse, accompanied the excursion, the shouts of the sturdy axemen make all
ring ine secession flag, sent to that town from the mand.
precisely what that something was to be. The issuing some of its best notes by the way. which again.
uki us.—l ne .Market continues very much unsetShenandoah, the handiwork of a daughter of
fact that McClellan took away all his subsist- i passed current without discount. Accessions
Maine has reason to Ik> proud of her gallant
tled. and prices fluctuating. Bi-Carb. Soda we now
Secessia. It is made of ribbon, three bars, red,
were made to the company at various
ence stores, forage and ammunition, except
points, troops, now in the field. Some of our regi- white and blue, with a blue field on which is a quote 5} *.6c; Cream Tartar 35*46: Camphor is nowand after passing through the lovely rural dis- I ments are
selling at 91 1 06; Magnesia 25 33c; Rhubarb 91 25
such articles as would not pay for removing,
fearfully reduced, by sickness and serpent surrounded by eleven stars, with the &1 3S; and
Indigo, Manilla (fine). 91*1 60. We notricts of Falmouth, Cumberland, Yarmouth and
—which he destroyed,—the fact that in his
losses. The Uth has but 200 fighting men,
inscription, “Don't tread on me"—“We'll have ticed last week an advance on Alcohol and Fluid, and
and
the
down-east
Athens—Brunswhole movement, there was neither panic nor
Freeport,
and was the last regiment to come in. It was
continue to quote Alcohol 62«68c, and Fluid 72 73c.
our liberties."
The Timex thinks it a very apwick. the cars arrived at Bath at a few minutes
the slightest lack of discipline, with the adin the extreme rear.
Camphenc has declined and now sells at 91 56 p gal.
emblem—a serpent flag made by a
propriate
ditional fact that the Government at Washingpast 10 A. M., about one and three-quarters
Col. E. says that it Is remarkable, that in no
FRCIT.--Oranges are in good demand at 96 00 |>
of
Eve.
wayward daughter
hours from Portland.
box, and Lemons at 96. The demand is not quite as
ton is so perfectly calm and apparently so
single instance during the whole of the week's
heavy, yet the stock is very light. The prices for
Our Wounded.
A large concourse of people had gathered
The following Maine
well satisfied, go to show that the movement
fighting, did the enemy stand before a bayonet
Dry Fruit are without any change. Sales comprise
about the depot to witness the arrival. At
soldiers arrived in Boston, Monday, where
was made according to a well studied plan.
charge. They invariably "skedaddled" before
small lots.
their wounds were dressed, and they were forour troops could hardly
M>d that now, on the banks of the James River, the cars, the Excursionists, in full regalia,were
FISH.—New Mackerel begin to come to market,
get within 10 rods of i
met by Lincoln Lodge, and the Committee of
warded to their homes by Col. Howe:—
out of the swamps of the Chickahominy, our
and command ready sales. The demand for Newthem.
Thomas C. G. Furbish, Co. E, 6th Me., to
Dry Fish is also active at our quotations, as the stock
Arrangements, of which I). G. M. Fuller
troops are where it was intended to place
We gleaned of the Colonel, also, some interis not yet abundant. We quote Large Cod 93 50*4.
was Chairman, and
Me. C. Kamsell, Co. K. gfitli Mass.,
escorted through Front,
them. The rebels learning what was going on
Buck-port,
esting facts in relation to the naval operations
and Small do, 92 37 *3 p qtl., and Now liake 91?
to Cornish. Me.
Thomas
Center and Washington Streets, to the Park,
at White House, as military men they knew
Co.
6th
Brooks,
K,
on James River.
He informs us, that just be150. We quote Old No. 1 Mackerel, 8 50i* 8 75, and
tile Band all the way discoursing some of its
wliat it meant, and they took advantage of his
regiment, to Lubec, Me.
No. 2's 96 50? 6 75 P bbl.
low Fort Darling, and within range of its
guns
sweetest music.
On the Park sw ings had been
transit to make an attack, thus to prevent
FLOCK.—We notice an advance on all the higher
the enemy have driven three rows of
J3T" Such papers as the Boston Poxt and
piles engrades of Flour of from 12}«25c p bbl., with an
him from strengthening his position; and the
put up in the lofty oaks for the amusement of tirely across the river—and above these the
the New York Journal of Commerce are emiucrewsiug firmness on the part of dealers. There
fact that our army has changed its ground in
juveniles, a large marquee had been pitched channel of the river is obstructed
by the sink- phatic in their approval of the President’s call weie sales on Monday of 100 bbls. Western Fancy at
lieneath which the tables were to lie spread,
front of an enemy—always a hazardous moveing of old hulks, old locomotives. &-c.t so that I for more troops, but the Boston Courier con- 94 87}. and 50 bbls Cortland Extra Superior at 9637}.
and other indications of comfort anti a generment—and while doing it have been attacked
if the guns of Fort Darling were to be silenced
On Thursday a car load of low grade Western Extra
j demns the letter of the Governors ««f the loyal sold
al good time were thickly scattered about.
on the tiack at 95.
but with severer loss to the attacking party
There has been very little it
it would take some time to remove these ob- j Stales to the President, and thinks the call for
Arrived at the Park, the Brotherhood was
than to ourselves, goes a great way to show to
any Canada Flour eorne forward since our last. The
more troops is
not the way to preserve the
structions, so that the fleet could go up to
excessive high rates of exchange prevent any trmnswhat a perfect state of discipline they have
Union!
j welcomed in a brief speech by the Chairman Richmond.
actions in the present state of this market.
been brought.
of the Bath Committee, Dr. A. J. Fuller, and
The army is In good spirits; reinforcements !
are
GRAIN.—Corn remains firm at recent advanced
mmniu'u
u
ny vuartermaster
If Gen. McClellan, by virtue of
superior they were also welcomed to the city by the are constantly arriving, and we may hope ere Dodge, of the Tenth Maine, that Orderly Ser- prices. Sales arc made at 62*G3c in large lots, and
force, was compelled to retreat, and to pass
Mayor, Dr. I. Putnam, who Informed them
long to hear of important movements, of the geant Pratt, of Co. K, was accidentally shot iu smaller quantities at 64 65c for Prime Old Mixed
and Yellow. Trices for Southern Yellow are nomiover from the Chickahominy to .lames River,
that though not note an Odd Fellow he had
character of which it is not now prudent to
while on the march to Front Royal, and was
nal at 65*66c, as there is scarcely any in market.—
then he has suffered a reverse—a defeat, if the
ridden the goat, having once been a member of speak.
killed instantly. The letter containing this inOats are not quite a* active; we continue to quote 50
word is preferred, but if. as we believe the
Hobomok Lodge, now known only in history,
formation was writUn on the 2d inst.
*53c in large, and 63?65 in small lots. Cortland
Commerce nnd Navigation.
facts show, the change was deliberately planned
it having long slnre gone to that bourne from
Shorts are sciliug at 916 V* ton. and Fine Feed 918.
'Lieut. Col. Alfred W. Ellet, who has
for purposes of increased strength, whether l which deceased
The following are compiled from the
Lodges no more return. He
Report succeeded to the command as Flag odicer of Cai ada Shorts are worth 917*19, and Fiue Feed
922 24.
that plan was instigated by McClellan, or
by also informed them that his house was open of the Secretary of the Treasury, in relation to the Ram Fleet, is said
by those who know him
GUNCOWDER.—Dupont's Rifle and Sporting we
the President, or by the Secretary of War, then i on the occasion.
the
Commerce
and
of
the
United
Navigation
Mayor Putnam was respondto be a daring, cool, and
quote 95 30*7 25, and Blasting 4 10? 4 38.
competent officer,
its execution has proved a great
States, for the year ending June 30. 1801.
ed to by cheers and music from the Band.
success, and
HA Y.—There continues to be a steady, fair demand
and well worthy the confidence his men repose
is equivalent to a victory.
It was now an hour or more to dinner, and
During the year there were built in the sev- in him.
for shipping at 912*14 00 p ton for Screwed, and
Some may ask why (Jen. McClellan did not
eral
collection
districts of this State, as folthe company were informed that Columbian
913*15 for Loose. The latter is coming to market
'Madame Su«ini, (late Miss Isabella
more fieely as the season for the new crop advances.
lows :
go direct to the banks of the James River, if
Hall—a very large and beautiful hall in the
died
in
New York, on Saturday,
HIDES —We continue to quote Slaughter 5*fic,
Hineley)
it U so much belter position than that which
Tons
snips
centre of the city—was opcu for (lancing, and
ai.d Br Sell Sip Str Total and
and Green Salted 115? 125. Calf-skins are modeof typhoid fever. Madame Susini was a nathe abandoned, instead of going to the
Barks
swamps
immediately nimble feel were all set with their
95*1,s
rately active at 9? 10c, aud Green Sheep Celts at 75
ive of Albany, and received her musical edu3 1ft
0
0
0 13
] 915 M
of the Chickahominy. To answer this
ra«aaaaqnoddy,
toes pointing in that direction, and moving forques'5,00c.
4 10
Mnehias,
6
0
0 20
6,824 84
cationabroad. She was married to Susini last
tion.it is only needful to remind the querist ! ward in “double
Fret
cbmen’s
0
0
8
0
0
8
HOI S.—The prices for Hop* are nominal. We
Bsy,
638 42
quick.” Before repairing to
0
1
6
0
0
Penobscot,
7
877 W)
year.
that McClellan started from Yorktown. The
quote growth of 1861 at 916,*17. We notice some
a convenient place for
7
l
3
0
writing in order to Belfast,
011
63933
advance iu other markets.
mouth of James River was then guarded
Bancor,
3
3
3
0
1 10
SfnsTlTrTEs.—The militia law of 1858 (em3015 05
by ! send off this first instalment by mail—soon to Ws'dolmro',
7 2 21
0
0 30 ln.t-9 31
IRON.—Price* have
and are tending upthe Merritnac; besides there were gunboats
bodied iu the revised statutes of 1857)
close—we stepped into the Hall, where we
0
8
0
Wiscassct,
0
8
4W1 nil
pjpvides ward. We notice someimproved
advance ou Cast Steel, and
0
8
Batli,
16
1
1 26 16,4 VI 28
and batteries on that river which have since
that persons drafted for actual service must eifound the floors all cleared up for action, and
now quote 17 *18c.
6
8
3
Portland,
0
2 19
Spring Steel ha* a'so advanced,
7,318 37
been taken or destroyed. His supplies were
ther appear in person, pay $50 fine, or procure
Saco.
0
0
0
0
0
0
tlie spacious galleries filled to repletion with
O
and is now quoted at 7*8)c. Sheet Iron remains
6
0
3
0
0
Kennebunk,
9
43
6,282
all sent up the York river. When the rebels
a
able-bodied substitute. We are not aware
dull and inactive.
the living tide of beauty and grace which had
0
0
York,
0
0
0
0
00
left 1 orktown, he followed them, and while
LEATHER.—'The demand continue* steadily to
that this provision has been repealed.
flowed along with the rolling cars, gathering
50 22 84
Total,
1
4 161 57,313 19
improve, and prices are linn, 21*24c for New York
they took the Chickahominy route he didn't tip increased volume fiom every station at
The sick asii WoI'NdkI).—The following
Mediums and Heavy, and for Light 19*21c. and
Tlte following is a comparative view of the
turn off to the lell, but he kept on their a track
which the train stopped—and largely reinforced
sick and wounded soldiers arrived in
Washing- Slaughter 24 26c.
and enrolled tonnage of the United
registered
till they made their stand before Richmond.
fwim the city of pretty girls and tast y churches,
ton on the 5th inst.:—
LEAD.—Pig and Sheet Lead arc firm at 97 75a8
States, its classification and its mode of emMeantime the Merrimac has blowed up, the
for Pig, and 9a 9 25 for Sheet and Pipe.
in which the festivities were to culminate in a
Scrg't John C. Ilartnon, Co. A, 2d Me.
for
the
ployment.
year ia59, 1S00 and 1801, in
James River has been opened, and this makes
Ll'MBER.—We quote Shipping Lumber from the
Lieut. J. Foster, Co. E,
regular shake down.
tons and 95ths.
yard a? 912* 14. and No. 1 Pine, 986 p M. No. 2 934
it desirable that his army should operate from
\\ e left the party to their pleasant
Nathan
Co.
I
5th
Stover,
D,
enjoyand No. 3 924
Spruce is worth from 91(‘« 12: Heml«SO.
lssrto.
lO'tl. |
ila htaithy banks, rather than be operated upuu-nts, while we stole into a friend's sanctum
Bre d Tnnnarrc, 2.507.401 14 2 544 237 09 2/42.627 8] ;
MT'Cem-ral Howard delivered an address lock 9S*10. Clapboards, Heart Extra arc selliug at
on by the malaria of the
Enr'Pd
5n
2,807/'31 33 2.897.144 93
Tot,page, 2.637/85
93 *«32: Clear do 926*28; No. 1. 912*14; Sap.
Chickahominy to pen this imperfect account of what proinat Livermore Falls on the 4th.
At the close, a
ed to lie a pleasant occasion. Should
Clear 923 25; Spruce Extra are worth 912*15. and
swamps. By doing this, gunboats can act in
Total,
6.146/37 39 5.3/3 *68 «2 6,583,812 79
collect'on was taken up for the benefit of the
anything
concert with his land forces, and his supplies
worthy of note occur in the afternoon, the read- WhaV Fishcrr.s 185.728 39 1 to 841 80 145 731 06 sick anil wounded soldiers, amounting to $127.- j No. 1 91<>fi 11. Shingles, Extra Pine are quoted at
Sti-sm Ns i -s’lnn. 768 431 S3
92 50*3 76, and Clear Pine 92 75*3. Laths. Pine
817 937 69
877 2i'3 51
ers of the Press shall have it added to this
may be brought to him direct by water, instead
by • oast! g Trade,t 2,480.928 89 2/44 8«7 OS 2.6.57 292 50 I 4ti. There were 5000 person- present.
are selling at 91 37
1 62. and Spruce at 91 15* 1 20.
< od 1 islierv ,t
nf
I
of being transported over thirty miles of rail120 577 n;
131.053 70
127 g|0 47
Canada Pine lYom the cars is selling at 91 25a 137,
Mack. icl dot
Co.NoitESKiosAL Convention.—The Re27,019 91
26,11050
64.795 76
road, the whole length of which he was rei.oue
and Spruce do, 91 15* 1 25. and Eastern Piuc from
none
Afternoon.—Notwithstanding the mercu- Whale dot
none
publican Convention in the 4th Congressional vessels
91 00*1 10, and Spruce 80c. llackmetack
quired to guard. The Boston Advertiser, ry was hard up among tlie nineties, in the
tKnrollrd.
•Registered.
District
i« to be held in Bangor on Thursday,
Timber we quote at 9S*10 f» ton. Ship knees, 4 to
while taking a somewhat different view from
shade, Columbian Hall w as tilled with the deTlte following shows the numlier and class
21st.
This district is composed of PeAugust
12 inches, 15*60 ft inch. Box Shooks 45 to 50c.
the foregoing, winds up a long article with the
votee* of the giddy waltz and tlie more staid
of vessels built, and the tonnage thereof, in
LIME.—There is a steady active demand for new
nobscot, Piscataquis and Aroostook Counties.
anticipation that the rebel force ‘‘will fall away
cotillon, while tlie galleries were packed with the several States and territories of the United
Rockland Lime at tin*70c f> cask.
A.
Co.
fid
Turner,
Maine
I
“and that with the projier aid from other parts
’3T“IIiram
A.,
those who preferred to look on the sports of
LARD.—Ia more firm, and prices tending upward.
States, for the last eight years:
“of tlie grand field in diverting the attention
Regiment, wounded in the recent battles, has though up to the close of our remarks sales continue
Shins
| others rather than make sport for others. At
Tons
SWps
written his friends at Bath, saying his wounds
to lx* made in small lots at 6j&8|c iu bbls., aud 8} Skand Brigs Schs
“of the rebels,—which he has not had in the
ai d
St’rs Total
and
a later hour the dance
gave place to that sinBarks
Can h'ts
96'hs
are slight, living the loss of one
“last few weeks.—General McClellan will bejoint of one in kegs.
334
112
661
386
gularly infelicitous hot-weather play, Copen- 1854
281
1,774 535.616 01
1855
MOLASSES.—The market remains firm and prices
3M1
126 605
069
253
2.034 683 450 04
finger, and a slight flesh wound in the thigh.
“fore long enter Richmond in triumph.”
hagen, in which kisses, though snatched from 185*1
306
103
694
479
221
1 703 4'19 393 73
tending upwards. Importers are holding for full
1«R7
almost literally burning lips, scarcely
Hunter
writes
251
68
504
258
2*3
1 334 378.804 70
Gov. Washburn
£3F“Gen.
paid for 1858
price* with but little disposition to sell at present
122
46
431
400
226
1.225 212 2*6 69
tiie investment of effort and
that Col. John I). Rust, of the 8th Maine regi*
89
The Text and its Comment,
28
297
perspiration which 1859
284
172
870 156,601 33
quotations. We notice sales since our last of 100
1860
no
36
372
2«9
264
1.071 212 892 4»
it required to secure them.
ment. is quite sick, and has twenty days leave
hhd*. Tart at 23c. and 100 tres. and 20 bbls.
Clayed
The reporter for the Argus, referring to the
1861
110
38
3»
371
264 1.143 233.194 35
Tart sold (in bond) at 18c net cash. On
At live o’clock the Hand gave the
to return North to recruit. He speaks in high
for
Monday
signal
Windham celebration, thus speaks of Gov.
there
sale*
were
of 500 hhd*. at 24Jc (cash in 60 days),
the Anal gathering upon the Park, and soon
terms of Col. R.
Hospital Supplies for our Troops.—
Andrew:—
to be delivered in Boston and
Newbury port. The
the crowd—swollen to enormous size
tlie
By express yesterday, the following eases were
The Skowhegan Clnrion says they have
by
::r
of Molasses in Importers’ hands July 1st. was
stock
nu eloquence was pathetic, and moved tinof the city—was called to order, and
forwarded to our soldiers:
people
'
•
a baby in that place
4010
hhds., 616tres., and 255 bbls.: of this amount
vast audience, at times, to tears.
weighing 388 pounds, and
He then
listened to brief speeches from I)r. Fuller and
2 cases. Sanitary Commission. Washington,
2130 hhd*. was tart."
intimates that such specimens an- not uncomwent on to national affairs, seeing no
hope lor
J. M. Lincoln, Esq., of Hath, and Messrs. Feufrom Ladies’ Committee, Portland.
our nation but in the downfall of slavery.
METALS.—All kinds of metals coutiuue firm and
In
mon.
Bow els must be cheaper than brains iu
1 case from Waterford, Sanitary Commission.
principles avowed he chimed w ith Judge I»a- 1 derson and Phiihrook of Portland, the whole
tending to higher prices, as importations are falliug off
that region.
vis, but his remarks concerning tin* rebels
in connequeuce of high rates of exchange. Tius, we
1 ease from Gorham, Sanitary Commission.
interspersed with music by the Hand, after
were characteristic of a broad heart. His closWe understand that Major Cilley, who
quote ( bar. I C 99 75^.10; 1 X 911 50&12; Coke
which
the
line
of
2
cases front Augusta,
march
was taken
for
for
Mrs.
A.
the
C.
L.
1
to
the
up
mothers and fathers present,
ing appeal
was severely wounded near
Winchester, is ex- $7 75«8.
respecting tln-ir lost and loved ones at war, ears. The streets through which the proces- Sampson, Matron of the 3d Me. Beg., Fortress pected home in the course of a week or ten
NAILS.—Have advanced, aud are now selling at
was truly sublime.
He occupied one hour and j sion passed were
93 37} «8 50
thickly decorated with flags, Monroe.
cask; our inside quotations favoring
He will not lose his arm, as was at one
days.
one quarter, and seemed to
all.
After
please
and many indications existed to show that the
large purchases.
The demands for Hospital Stores from the
time feared.
his speech the masses dispersed to their homes.
a
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In the Division Hospital. near Richmond Va, 21s
Samuc Marrow, of Bangor, aged 39 year*. a prioi (o II. 2.1 Mai. e
In Gilead 29:h mt, Mary O, daughter of the late
David Blake, a red Id years.
In Oldtowu 4th iust, Asa Smith, Ewi, aged 82 yeao
and 3 mo*.

property of President Harrison’s father.
The James Kiver here reaches one of its numerous bends, and this curve enables our
gunboats to enfilade tlie peninsula both at tlie
right and left wings of our army, thus protecting both flanks, while tlie artillery guards the
centre of our line.

Military

men

Gen. McClellan

are
can

perfectly confident that
position until rc-

hold this

InloreemeiiLs reach sufficient to enable him to
move

on

Richmond. The position of the

|

is much

j

tbe CUickahouiiuy swamps.

more

ground

healthy than that of the river

or

seat

the

of

war

very urgent It is the wish of
that the supplies to
soldiers should be sent forward

NAVAL

are

The natural seajiort has got a new diet
—“frogs in cruml*.” [Lewiston Journal.

Sanitary Department

comfort

our

without any delay.
Owing to the immense number of the army
that are now sick and wounded,the department
cannot supply the pressing wants. It is hoped
that every family in tlte State will contribute
of tlic articles needed, such as sheets, cotton

;

Come down and try the “new diet," Bro.
It might be beneficial to you.

Dingley.
!

this

The many friends of Col. Jackson in
will bo glad to learn, through Cul.

vicinity

|
I Elliot,

that his wound

was

slight

one, and
from its effects.

a

that he is rapidly recovering
:
shirts, cloth drawers, musquito uets, bandages,
^3T*The Pine anil Palm, devoted to the
lint, towels, handkerchiefs, Ac., Ac.
encouragement of emigration to Ilayti, has
Any and all articles forwarded to Portland ; changed its form from folio to octavo, and now
will be sent to any point where our troops artt
j each number contains sixteen pages.
Inpfilpil

A full list of the sick and wounded

Swobd

to

Capt. Puts am.—The citizens of

soldiers, for which we are indebted to
Elliot, is unavoidably crowded out till

Maine

Honiton

Col.

the

to-morrow.

having procured an elegant sword for
gallant (’apt. Putnam, of the cavalry, who
is a citizen of that town, it was presented to
him by Gov. Washburn in behalf of the citizens
of Iloulton, and bears the following inscription:
Presented

to

Black Hawk Putnam,
1st Maine Cavalry,
By the
Citizens of Heuiton,
In token of their respect for his gallantry and
good conduct in the war for the Union.
July 4. 1862.

Capt.

Attention.—By late orders from the War
Department all paroled prisoners, officers and
privates must report immediately at Annapolic, Md. .Failing to do this they will be treated

as

deserters.

tJt' John Merrill,

a

moulder in the

at Auburn, wits drowned while

factory
bathing last

Monday morning.
“j^“The Skowhegan Clarion says, the river
at that place runs east and west. Up outside
and “down the middle,” probably.
rollon. S. C. Fessenden, of Rockland, declined by letter to be a candidate for Congress
in the 5th District, says the Rockland Gazette.
2T^“The Lewiston Journal says, the longtailed bear recently seen in Oxford county, was
a dory!
^jF”Good hay sells in Lewiston for $14 per
ton.

Turpentine.

STOKES.—We
Sales

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
ST J AGO. Brig Stanley—227 hhds 13 brls sugar
Gc«» kl Stair—6 do do master.
CARDENAS. Brig < harleita—219 hhds *7 tieree«
184 brls molasses, 900 boxes sugar, 11 cates cigars Geo
S Hunt
FKEDERICKTON NB. Sch Empress—40 M ft
lumber N .1 Miller.
WINDSOR NS. Brig Charles—150 tons plaster to
order.
WESTPORT NS. Sch Aurora—215 ntis flsh, 6 brD
flits aud napes. 43 do herring. 142 lbs ha ibut to order

notice

now

made

advance

an

ONIONS.—Country
we

Be muda Onions

Old

continue

arc

more

Crop
to

are

urarly

Liverpool

TO

New York

Southampton. New

York

June 2.'
June 2f
Hibernian.Liverpool..
Quebec
Europa.
Liverpool.Boston..June V,
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New York. July 1
Rorussia
New York July 2
York July 2
City of New York.
Persia.Liveipool.New York Julv 6
liansa.Southampton. New York. .July 9
......

!

j

Edinburg.New

I

New York.New York

Bremen

If.
July 19
July 19

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.July
Eastern.New York
Liverpool.

July

25
9,

190

acres

j cruiting

MINIATURE AIM '\
Sun rises, morn.
4 2d
Sun sets, eve..7 43

M

|

Moon sets.

2

morn.

Bounty

sooner

discharged-

Land at the close of the

NO. 4, FOX

Telegraph Office,

Over

change

llilland'

on

of Middle

Exchauge

Re-

and Ex-

Street.

r' mattoc ks,1 Krcrumn* o*™"

July 9. 1SH2,
A

dlwtf

CARD.

The officers and member* of (>rcaji
1

war.

BLOCK,

corner

Entrance

Streets.

Engine Compa-

ny No. 4, hereby tender their thank* to Mr. W. II.
Bi*e!ow, Messrs. Stephenson k Co.. Lyman k Marret a id Mr. J. B. Mitchell, for the use of Flags. Bunting. Ac. on the 4th hist. Also to those ladies and

kindly

so

famished

us

with

Boqnets

decorations, and to Robert Haley,
Esq., ti. E. B. Jackson, Esq. and others, for refresh-

ment* furnished

us on

the route of the Procession.

Per order of the Company.
CHARLES

II. RICH, Clerk.

Portland, July 9, 1962.

1”
5

Notice.
Will be received Thursdav. 3 P M
July 24th. by the Committee on Public Buildin
for building a Double Three Storied Bnck
8* liool House on the Wiuslow lot ou Cumberland
Street.
Plans and Hpeciftea'ions may b** *een at the City
E igiueer's Cm ce. New City Building. Mr S. M.
lisi' ing. Jr., nrehiteet, will furnish any farther inft iiiiatiou that may be defied. at his olfee.
The Coinnii tee ’r*-4«-ie the right t.» accept such
proposal* as under all circutnstar.ee* they shall consi > nn»st favorable for tl.e interest of the City, or to
reject a 1 proposals offered.
W \V. THOMAS. Chairman.
JulStd

PROPOSALS

AEINE_NEWS.
I 'lrvlm. J HI

ARRIVED.
Brig Cbarlena. Means, Cardenas,
to

H.

molasses

ami

Ceo 8 Hunt.

Brig Stanley. (Bi) Davidson. St Jago. sugar to Geo

It Starr.
Sch Aurora. (Br) IVsor. Westport X8.
Sch Rmincss, (Br) Williams, Frodcnekton XB.
Sell lH*nai ce. Harrington. Thi rd p'ua.
Seh S Warrei < om-ii-s. Ran or tor Boston.
Sch llylas Hat-lings, Banger for Salem.
Sch Eag e, l>av. Bangoi tor Bouton.
Sch sea t,ucen. Gray, Banger for Lynn.
Sch Onhir, Leach, I euohscot lor Boston.
Sch Marie), Kaler, Wah'oboro.
Steamer Lewiston. Knight. Boston.

I'nited Slates Six

Twenty

per Cent. Five
Bonds.

FOR HALS AT THI-

CLEARED.

International

Sch Rescue, Pcttengill, Thi adelphia, P Randall k
Son.
Sch Fred Reed, McAlmon, Xew York, A L Hob-

have

Three years unless

fT

v<
-W.-dreMav, Ju y
I Length of davs.15

PORT OF PORTLAND.

ngar

from *13 to *22 per
commence from the date

ai.d Flowers for

PASSENGERS.
In the Stanley, from St Jago— Edward Mestre.Tho-:
Asencio.
In the Chalena, from Cardenas—Wm D 8trout.
In the Janies Hover, at Boston from New Orleans
—MrTobey, of l uion.

j

one

I’av

office

frienls who

j

i

Bounty, arid

dollar* Advance

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

t\

Liveipool.

Great

somewhat advanced.

PROVISIONS.—Pork is in moderate demand, and
sales continue to be made as follows: Ex. Clear

Twenty-seven

month's pay in advance.
month, pay aud rations to

9
\‘m
12
12
12

Hibernian.Quebec.Liveipool.July
York

out of

prices

997 Advance Bounty !

TO DEPART.

on

We now quote 3} *4c 4> lb.
PRODUCE.—The market remains quiet with but
few changes to note. Potatoes are iu lair demand
at 91 25*1 37] 4* hbl. We continue to quote Chickens 12q15c, Turkeys 12q17c, aud Geese 9a 12c.
Veal
is selling at 6,0.60, and Spriug Lamb at 7^.8c. Fresh
Beef by the quarter is worth from 5o,7|c.

;

Southampton.
Liverpool.New

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Julv
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liveipool
July
Teutonia. New York.. Liveipool.Julv
City of Baltimore New York Liveipool.July
Scotia .New York .Liverpool.July

j!

fl.00 per

families

June

Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.. ..June 19
New York. June 25
Edinburg.Liverpool.

New York.

having

for each child.

cents

AKKIVlE.

lcutonia.Southampton
Anglo

quote 92 50 |> bush.

scaicc, aud

To residents of Portland
week for wife aud GO

Londonderry.

Prices for

market, though

1

STEAMSHIPS.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular line*. Tlie steamer?* for or from
call a'
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, w hich call at

91 54*100

at

•

I

of enlistment.
SAILING OF OC KAN

1'
Tar, Pitch and Rosin are nominal,
and hut little doing except in retail lots at about 4Oe
4> gal. for Tar. Oakum has recently advanced, auu
is now quoted at 6’, «7Jc.
OILS.—Portland heiosone remains about the same
as previously noticed.
The Company ate not selling
in large lots, but coutinuc to supply the tiade at 3)«
35c |> gal. We notice sales of 0000 gals. Po»tlan<.
Kerosene on Saturday at 3)c. Whale Kcfinco Winter
we now quote 60* 63e. and Summer
53q0Oc aud firm
Linseed Oils are now selling at 90h92c. aud Boiled 94
*W. An advance of 25*50c has recently takeu p'ac.^
on Castor Oil.
We now quote that article at 91 66**
1 70, and Olive Oil 91 50a 1 60 4> gal.
ga'l.

are

975 Bounty at Clone of the War !

•It,

vate

%

Hath Oild Fellows and citizens had taken
text upon w hich the paper
much pains to make the visit of their Portland
referred to comments as follows:—
friends a pleasant one.
Our reporter's account of what should have
At precisely six, as tlie bells were tolling tlie
been an interesting convocation at Windham,
is long enough to show that the occasion was
hour, tlie whistle sounded and the iron hone,
seized upon by the orator. Gov. Andrew, as 1
giving a few snorts, started off in grand style,
suitable for sowing some abolition seed lor a
amid tlie waving of handkerchiefs and the
second crop like that now being harvested
hearty cheers of tlie citizens, which were enaround Richmond. This is the same patriot
whose attempt to dictate to Gen. Butler the | thusiastically responded to by the people in
mode of carrying on the war, so completely
the ears. At eight o'clock the train came into
exposed tile Governor's parts to the country, the Portland
depot, no accident having occur—the same ^p subsequently attempted a like
thing with the President, stating such condi- cd to mar the festivities of the day. and all aptions for enlistments as would tiring out Mas- j parently satisfied with their picnic excursion
sachusetts men—conditions upon which Maine : to tlie
plcxsaut commercial city of the Kennecould not raise half a regiment. We cannot
bec.
taste
a
admire the
of man who, when the | eople of Windham would strew some mementoes
Harrison's Landing.—The point of land
on the graves of their ancestors, seizes the oecasiou for an abolition harangue.
now occupied by Gen. McClellan's
army on
If Gov. Andrew “teemed to pleate all,” who I the Jtiincs Itiver is known as Harrison’s Landhas authorized the Argus to llud fault w ith
ing, and is so called from its having been the

FORWARD TO TUE RESCUE I

In this city 4th Inst, by Bar Dr t 'arm»her*. M.
George E Brown, of Albany NY', to Miss Augusta M
Be!uioi e, of ( ape Eiirfhcth.
In Bowdoiu 2*5:h ult. Mi John Merrill to Miss J R j THE lTrn RE<; IMEXT TO BE RAISED IMMEPrescott, both of Lewiston.
DIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
In Lancaster Mas*. Mr Alvin B ( ollins, of Gardi- ;
PORTLAND !
Dei Me. to Miss S Louisa Pox, of L.

v

a

—

I

— '■

DIED.

*

■

j

_MARRIED.

*

him, and complain of the remarks he saw tit
to make? He was invited to Windham by
those who knew him well, and there he spoke
in a way to please ami satisfy the Windham
people; but because lie didn’t fall down and
reverence negro slavery, or at least, because
he saw in it, a great obstacle in the way of national integrity, progress, and prosperity, lie
must be held up as larking in taste, turbulent
in Bpirit, and “conditional” in his w illingness
to respond to the calls of the country for aid.
We are noj disposed to defend the honored
chief magistrate of the old Buy (Kate against

;

4 1 M.

9 PM.

—

The above is

j

Foul Office Mail Arrnagrarats.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 I'M Closes at
7 45 AM and 2 PM.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.45 l’M. Closes at 12 M.
SiTiAMHOAl MAIL—A Dives trom Eastport Me, 8*
John NB and the Urnisli Provinces, Tansdl
aue
Fridav morning*. Closes Monday s and Thursday*
J
at

*

•» imiuti

advertisements!

RALLY FOR THE FLAG 1

j

86.000.do. HO]
*6386 American Gold..|b)l
£»>17..do.
£1.965.do.110*
826,000.do.
110j

EUROl E, via (Quebec—Close* everv Friday at 12 M
( AN ADA—Arrives at 1.45 1M
(loses at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 I’M. Closes at

«

li'itv

i

Purlinnd

*

1

iigo 73_^h

NEW

819.400 .do
1<«3.
£1,740 United States Demand Note*.106$
*2,000United States Certiorate* ot Indebtedness 99
$120 United States July Coupons.110$
8240.do.
HOI

>> >

_

Yi- 1 2

■

lb.
quote 12 a 14c
CHEESE.—We continue to quote old New York
and Vermont Cheese 8]
and New Country 8a9c
an

"'»• hrig D Trowbridge, for New
V'U 'i°"w
xebil
eu
days;p“?‘,h
Armstrong, tor New Haven
*>**• Weyton. for do 4ffi inat.
“2“'
*“
N^'a'd, Strom. New

grades ha e further advanced since
W'o uow quote Crushed, Gianula’cd aud

aIdt*

continue to

with

M»r*>. 'Wp Arctic. Hun.

J*«*-m-**

All

<

lots at 5£6c for

Apples remain exceedingly

new ror«

last.
lowdered llitglljc. Coffee (imbed 9j.&10). HaYork.
Vt?
.At >t .lohni I R 2,th ult, -ch, Red
rana White 10)5
Jacket, lor Bal10); do* Brown ft] «9{: and MuscotU'io 9 Id t; > red Howell; for New York do
rado 7} ^8|c. Portland A A is gelling this week at
At tlavagwz JBthult, Kli
7jc
Miranda, Ward, from
New ilaven. ar21,t.
d A 8)c. There is no Yellow and but
very little A
At liumaeoa I K 21,t ult,
n the market
brig Open Sea, from BanJust at this time.
go-, "tag.
SALT.—Remains iu steady demand at the followHaidi! 33th, brig Dasher, New York.
At Mutauzo, 20th ult, btig
tog prices. \ix: Turks’ Island 2 50*2 75; Liverpool
Aitavella, Reed, for
Bo.'too.
tud Cadiz S2 12l«i2 37).
Going into Cardena, 2Rth ult, bark Faith Kennev
*'
SEEDS.—Grass Seeds are less active as the season
from Portland.
Ar at St John NB 3d inat, »ch
idvancc*. We quote Herds Grass S2«2 12), which
Arno, Crockett
oeannort.
* a slight advance, and
Western Clover 7408, and
tld 3d,
brig Gold Hunter. Robiuaoa, New York.
Red Top 83.&S 25.
SI1( ES.—All kinds of Spices are very firm at reSPOKEN.
June 1R. the ea,t end of Cnba
rent advances, and prices are
buoyant. We quote
bearing NNW 20
U'' b*'k sll<trwoo‘<. from New Yoik for
tiiujer 2f)«21c; Pepper 18520; Mace 665,70; and
wad
Nutmegs 75a80. Pimento continues to sell at 140 15c. |
y-1*!43 «• ’on SO art, .hip North American,
ind Cloves 22«23c.
Curtia, bum New 1 ork for Livei pool.
** ** "h
"
TEAS.—The market rules firm and steady, and
***“•*■ ft0
f0; Forto Rteo
prices are w ithout any change to notice. Good fair
J,ue D*w*°"- froOolong Teas continue to sell at 58@95e; choice grades !
fct 705 75c.
Ankoi and lower gindes 45555; SouDOMESTIC PORTS.
diong 45550; and Hyson, of which there is very litKEY WEST. Ar 23d ult, brig John Pierce. Nortlc if any now in market, we quote 86c0fl 00 $> !h.
ton, Philadelphia ; 25th, brig Judge Blanev. Coombs *
do; sch Narragausett, Hall, do.
TOBACCO.—There are no new features iu the Tof hi 25fh. bark
Achillea, Gallagher, Philade'phia•
bacco market, the demand is active, and saic* are
2i h, brig R .Shepherd, Somers, do.
brisk at the following quotations: for 5s and 10s, best
In port 30th. hark* Indian Belle,
Partridge, frnra
New A ork; 1’hUcna, Winslow, from do; Are:hu*a
brands. 43 a48c. Mediums 38541c. and Common 33a
,r. from
scha
Philadelphia;
Nutt, Baker*
Henry
Best brai ds, half lbs. 48551, Medium to Good
M‘^>|-s B .lame*. Chase, f.om do.
and
llo/43c. and Common 33 a 38c. Natural Leaf lbs435
SHIP ISLAND.
In port 12th ult. bark John
li.ek -r. fol'ina. Tom Phi'ade'phia.
hie, and Fancy iu foil 78c.&*1 |> !b, which prices are
Ii.\ LU MORE
( *d 7th, abipa Portsmouth, Tariset cash.
ff'.* adi/; rchs D Williams,
Hopkins, Triuidm*.; W
FREIGHTS.—There I. an arfive demand in thi*
Bi:■man. Smart. HeTast.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar5th, brig Celestlea. Flckmarket fur vessel* to load Coal at
Philadelphia ett, Poston; sch Lotus, Guinn,
Port Koval SC.
lor Portland at 32 25 p ton; there ia alao a briak dedo 5th, brig A'more, HoflWw. liostou.
j
mand for veaaela to loaii Hay for Ship Island and !
At Lewes Del. 5th, sch Ann, for Bath.
NLA YORK. Ar5th, sch October,
Sew Orleaua, aa well aa veaaela for Cuban
Berry, Gardifreigbta. ! ner.
but tonnage continue* aearce and the transaction* I
iimucii, Liverpool
m
«£» •»
bave been light. The brig Ashler has been taken
27
Lorin*» Singapore Mch 21. passed
up i
Ariicr aotti. ( «p,of (.ood Hopr M.jr 11; sn S.r.
for Sagua, at #10 p ton for Lumber out. and 3 871
ut Hike, Mirto Mmrcli 2TI: t*rk» Nornmbe m. Mil.
p
lor Mola.se* to return to Portland or Boston.
in~, Mavre 48 days; Teresa. Foster. Maracaibo 19.h
Brig
Almon Rowell for Ma'anras. for the round sum of
ult; Moiiftviima, llaminoi.d. Ba badoes 12th u't vfa
T1 25fh; D C Murray. Van Name. Maranras
81800 out. or *3 75 for Molasses back, terms optiouai.
^•***’•7
12; Tiovatora, Carver. do 9; Old Dominion, Jei kb a,
with charterers. We alao beard of a
Cardona* 9; brig* Emilv Fisher. Staple*. Point a 1 ibrig taking up
for St. Jago, at 50c p Ino tor Sugar under deck— ! tro, via St Thomas 21*t ult. and Turks Island 26th:
Ocean Traveller. Sargent. Noevita* 24th ult;
15c is offering for vcsaela to load
Lera.
Sugar at Cienfuego.
Gtav. Calais :seha Kate Stewart, Miller, key West;
for Portland.
M 1 Davis, Kobiuson, Port Koval SC.
Abo ar 7tli.
ships Ell wood Walter. Chadwick. Llv©rpoo'fcdays; Albert Gallatin, Delano, do *1 ait;
bark Kmina Cushing. Dixon,Mafan/a*; schs Hannah
Broker's Stock Lift.
M Jobt sou,
Thompson, Mafamora*; Ben! Wfl’is,
Corrected for the Pkeaa, for the week
ending July 9
L*»no, Aiix (’ayes; Lilly Gardner, Brown, Bangor;
St George.
Leader,
Rus*el).
Par Value. Ofrred. Asked
Dcncriptinn.
HARTFORD. Ar 4th, sch Fred Hall, Russell.
Government 7 3 10.
103
106
Bangor.
Government 20 years fi*.
102
103
HAVEN. Ar 6th, sch Ligonia, Stanley,
State of Maine fronds, 1870,.
103
106
7*
Cal am.
City Bonds. 18 yeais.
lo3
106
PROVIDENCE- Ar 7tli, sch Montezuma, Reed,
Path City Bonds,
lol
102
Calf*.
Bai lor City Bonds, 20 years,.
101
102
Ar at Baker’s
Calais
Landing KI 4th, sch Hartford, Dean,
lol
108
City Bonds,.
Bancor.
Hank of Cumberland. 40
47
60
XFW BEDFORD. Ar 7th, sch Dr Kane,
Canal Bank.100
Rvder,
108
110
Bangor.
International Bank, (new). 1*10
98
loo
DItiHTON. Ar Gtb, rch Anita Damon, Haskell,
Casco Bank. BO
108
HO
Bnntor.
Mciclianta’ Bank. 75
77
80
Ar 7th. *hips Tropie. Smith, Manila
M u'.titactuicrs A Traders’ Bank, f*>
i
51
63
iOjTON.
Frb
24, pa*sed Anjier March 17; .lames Hover, RobMechanics'Bank,. 1U0
90
95
in oi. Now Orleans 1st, SW l ass 17th ult; schs BanPortland Company,.l'O
nominal.
ner. llatemao, and Lucinda, Sanborn. Machias; Flop,
I ortland <»as ( onipany. 60
64
66
erce, Crockett. Bancor; Volant. Parker, Wel.s:
Ocean Insurance Company.ltf)
80
90
Phuivk Bov, Amee. York.
At. A 8t. Lawrence R. R.*,
40
60
Aboarflth. brig Ellen Barnard. Perrv, Port Roral
do.
do.
do Ronds,. 100
80
85
SC 3 th ult, in ballast.
And. A Kennebec R. H. Stock, 100
2
4
Cld 7th, brig G L Bucknam,
do.
do.
do
Bonds.. 100
Plummer,Washington
80
78
Dc.
00
Androscoggin R. R. Stock. 60
00
Abo cld 8th, ship Catharine. Freeman, New Ordo.
1st Mortgage Bonds,
00
00
lesnr. barks Moonbeam. Dow, PhiladeSphia to load
Ken. A Portland R R. Stock.. 100
00
00
fo~ S in Francisco; Diana. Coomb#. Bangor to load
do.
do.
do., Bonds, 100
46
60
fo*1 B ieiios Ayres; brig Edwin, W'ebbcr, Baltimore;
Portland Steam Packet Co.100 none in market.
pc.* Harbinger, Rvder.
Port Medway NS; Oliva
Richardson** Wharf Co.,.100
90
100
EBvrheth.
Hamilton, Portland.
t ape E i*. Wharf and R. Co.,.. .60
00
00
DANVERS.
Ar
sch*
2*1.
Mayflower, Spoffbrd,
Lai d Warrauts, 180s, per acre,
00
U0
Bi Bgor; 3«i. Aurora. Ricli. do.
do.
do.
do
120s,
00
00
BANGOR. Arflth, seb# S K Hart, Kent, NYork;
IL>m,itou. Ilart, Boston; Shoal Water, Ryder, Portland Blue Jacket,-.
BROKERS* BOARD. BOSTON. Jaly 8.
7 Pom:'and, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad 1021
N7.000 United States * oupon Sixes (1881).loll
*5.000 .do.1011 ;
•950 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.
103-.
Mir

Note.—We wish it to be understood that our quotations r op resent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise siated. and that in tilling smail orders, higher rates have to be charged.

6£6 for cored, and sliced 6c

in anticipation oftho operation of the
bill. We now quote 40045c fc» gal.

July 9. 1*3

Bank.

eodtw

eon.

Sch Albert

I

I
j
;

DISASTER*.
Brig Windward, from St Thomas, was ashore on a
reef at Tuiks Island, but would get u(T, buppono.
without materia!

damage.

Ship Wizard. Dearborn, from Xew York for Acapulco. with coal, pn* into Port Sianhv.F.ast Falkland!*
April 12. leaking 3000 strokes p«>- h<«ui; had lighr«*nei!
•hip previous to Mav 1. stopped leak, aud would pro

days
50&16. Clear 914 60ql6. Mess 912«13 I
Prime 911a,ll 50.
FOREIGN PORTS.
City packed Clear is held at j
Ar at Calcutta May 13, ship Loch Lamar, Loring.
915 50@16; ai d No. 2 Clear 914&15 60; Mess S13<£ I
Boston
via
Table
Bay ( Gil.
and
Extra
Mess
13 50;
914*14 50.
We now quote
j Sailed 10th, shi|>«
Champion, Bisbee, Xew York.
Chicago Mess Beef £14*14 75. Hams have declined.
14th, It B Forbes, Bal'ard, Boston.
We now quote City Smoked 7 «£7|. Western are sellSailed from uibralthr 13:h ult, brig Havana, Curtis. New York.
ing at 0i<q 7c.
At London flat ult, ship Margaret Evans, Warner,
PLASTER.—Continues to arrive freely, and sales
for Xew Y ork 24th.
Hailed from Liverpool 23d, ships F B Cutting. Maare made at 91 t»&l 66
ton for Soft, aud 91 50a.
| h'ltey;
Orient. Hill, and Golden Fleece, Manaon.Xev
155 for Hard.
York; Eastern Star, Xealey, Bostou; 24*h, K B MiBUM.— Portland distilled has ivceutly advanced { lmi. Mills, do: J5tl>,
brig (j 1 (.oorjr, Bailey, do.
Pork 915

]

Cecil lu 20

MiippiitK

Treat, Bowdoin. Frankfort, master.

for acstiua ion.

Board!!.

Wli 1 i UUU LET

■UUIMIUU
2/
7

July

9.

Shipping Board*

of So*

peiior quairv.
J MILLER,
No. 90 ( oiuuurcial Street.

For tale bv N

dim

At a CorRT or Probats held at Portland, witt in
ai:d for the County of Cumberland. ou the first
Tursdav of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hu.idrod an«i sixty-two,
I>. AKERS, Administrator tif the os/ ia»c of Benjamin Paul Akers, late of Portia d,
iu said C'ORUtv, deceased, having presented hi* account of administration of said esta’e for prol ve
/f *oas Ordered, That the said Administrator giv#
notice -o all persons inteiestcd. bv causing no oe to
N j'1 blished three weeks successive]v, in the 'la i.e
S Ve Press, printed at Portland, that
they mar app« *ir vt a Probate Court to be held at said Po. a: d,
on tl e first Tuesday of
next, at ten f the
c) cl. iu the to enoou. and 'hew cause if any they
hu. e, why the same should uot he al owed.
I
WILLIAM fi. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy.
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September
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Attest

EUGENE HUMPHREY* RtgWtur.
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MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.
Enrollment

(From

Militia—We learn from
J. M. Heath, Esq., City Clerk, that there are
twenty-seven companies of enrolled militia In
tills city, with an average of 133 men to each

0—Company No. 19. Daniel Whitehouse; No. 20, Thoa. R. Lyman; No. 21, Edward W. Rand; No. 22, Sam'l S. Boyd.
Ward 7—Company No. 23. Jos. W. Reeves;
No. 24, Joseph A. Perry; No. 25, Geo. M.
Amesby; No. 20. Henry I. Morse.
Ixland Ward—Company No. 27, Henry E.
Brackett.

girls,

named Catherine Jenkins and Lizzie Carwin
were playing upon a team in Danforth Street
yesterday afternoon, they were knocked down
to

ground, by
was following

the

three horse truck team which
close after. It is feared that Catherine Jenk-

a

wheel

fatally injured—her skull being fracseriously injured, a
having passed over her breast and shoul-

ders.

The first named resided in Salem street,

ins was
tured.

The other is very

the other in Brackett street.
are

—

3-We

are

indebted to the Eastern

Municipal

Jl'IKIE I.ANE.

July 7,1862.
Martin Careflehl

brought before the
Court to answer to a charge of drunkenness
and disturbance, to which he offered a plea
of not guilty. The Court, however, found him

Dennis Larey answered also
a

cliarge of a

similar nature.

a

:

i
i

!
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LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

his name, on
Was found guil-

McClellan steadily advancing on Richmond
—Rurnsidr's army en route for Richmond
—Rebels

retiring.

purloining gold coin to the amount of twenty-five dollars, the property ofOren Allen, was
in

New Yoke. July 8.

ordered to recognize in the sum of one hundred dollars at July term of S. J. Court. For
default of bail, was committed.
Jno.

Cummings and Titos.
Hines, were now brought before the Court,
charged with having been concerned in a street
affray. Being found guilty, the prisoners were
ordered to pay a fine of $2,00 each and
third the costs of Court. Paid.

one-

utSF"Eieut. Rice, of Co. G., Ilth Maine regiment, died at the Military Hospital at Annapolis, on the 1st Inst. Eieut. R. was a son of
J. 8. Rice, Esq., of
Ellsworth, and was much
Jjelovod by iiia ngjpigjit.

1

crew

i

j

|

1

!

1

i

j

most

tired

vigorous

manner.

Boats are

frequently

from the shore.
Breckinridge's division has gone to Vickson

-OF—

Mantillas, Oape*. Short Sacks,

Executive Department,
Augusta, July 7,1862.
Executive Department,
Augusta, July 4, 1802.
To the People of Maine:
An additional numborof troops is required bv the
exigency of the public service, and if raised immediately it is believed bv those who have the best means
of knowledge, that the war will be brought to a
speedy
and glorious issue. Of this number the President of
the United States desires and expects that Maine
should furnish her proportion or quota.
Our gallant and patriotic State has done her whole
duty in the past, and she will not falter nor tail in the
present nor in the fuiure.
That her material interests mav be protected and
advanced, that tranouility and peace mav Ik- restored
throughout the land, that the Constitution and tlie
Union, which have been to us all the source of unmeasured blessing*, may be preserved; that
Liberty,
of which they were the inspiration and are the selected
guardians, maybe saved, and that the light of one
great example may shine brighter and brighter, to
guide, to cheer and to bless the nations. To aid in
all these. 1 invoke of the people of this State a
prompt
and hearty
response to this new demand upon their
patriotism; and inay they all unite in the work that
is liefore them, each laboHng in his own
sphere, doiug what he can by his example, influence and sympathy—preferring his treasure, his time, his strength,
his heart, and his highest hope to the cause or his
country!
General Orders will be issued immediately, giving
authority for raising new Regiments of Infantry, and
for calling into actual service a portion of the ununiformed Militia of the State.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.
By the Governor.
Joseph B. Hall, Sec'v of State.

STATE OF MAINE.

And

It is known that largo numbers of soldiers are absent from their rogimeiits, some on furlough and some
sick leave, who are now able to return to the
regiments, where they are needed for the service of their
country. There are other invalid or wounded soldiers
who are able to trav*.|, although their
disability may
not have been wholly removed, and who are
required
under the General Orders of tin* War Department,
No, 61. to repair immediately to Annapolis, Maryland.
All the former class not repairing forthwith to their
regiments, and those of the latter da** who do not
immediately proceed to Annapolis,will be reported as
deserters, and liable to be treated as such, unless they
immediately, upon the receipt of this Order, report
themselves at Augusta in person.
All officers of the Militia, all magistrates and all
good people of the Mate, are most respect fully and
earnestly requested to give notice to John L. llodsdon, the Adjutant General of this State, of the presence of such soldiers in their vicinity,
giving their
names, the company and regiment to which they bew’lien
with
the
where
known,
long
places
they now
are.
Such soldiers will obtain pas-M* for their' transto Augusta, from Major General Wm. W.
Virgin, Norway; Col. E. K. Harding, A**’t t^r. M.
General, Portland; Major General Wm. H. Titcomb,
Rockland; Major General James H. Butler, Bangor;
Lieut. G. W. Sabine, Kastport ; and Maj. F. D. Sewall, Bath. All of which gentlemen are authorized to
give passes lor the above purposes, which conductors
of railroads and managers of other public conveyances will regard a* sufficient.

QUARTERS,

Owe*.
Augusta, July 6,18*52.
GENERAL ORDERS, No. 18.
In pursuance of requisition and authoritv from the

President of the United States, tin* Governor aud

Comn»ander-iii-Cliief orders and directs.

1st—That two additional Volunteer Regiments of
the service of the Govern mcnr, be raised

the United State-*, by virtue of the C onstitution aud
tie untrue.
j Acts of
Congress,” and the exigency having arisen,
Frederick I). Strout of this city, formerly of
when the Governor and Conimaudef-in-Chief is auBrooklyn. New York, has been appointed Act- thorized and
the said uuuniformed
required to callinto
ing Master, and lias lieeu ordered to report to Militia, or a |>orttoii
actual service; it is
thereof,
ordered
that
the
and
General
of each Division in
it
is
be
bis
will,
Major
understood,
C'apt. Wilkes,
this state take measures forthwith for the organichief executive officer.
zation of ail the
Companies of Inthntrv from the enNone of the proposals for gunboats for the*
rolled, u mini formed Militia of his command, by the
Navy have come up to the requirements for issue of orders forthwith to the Orderly Sergeants of
•ueh companies to call out their comjiamcs without
draft and speed.
de'av, for the elections of officers, returns whereof arc
Gen. Franklin, in addition to those mentioni to be made to the Adjutant General forthwith. After
ed in yesterday’s dispatch lias been nominathe receipt of such returns, orders will be promulgated by the President as Brigadier General in ted for the organization of two regiments of Militia
the regular army, and Major General of Vol- ; in each division, to be formed and constituted from
said companies by detachment or detail. It is exunteers.
pected that this dutv of calling out companies and
It is currently believed that Congress will
often* thereof, will lie pertbrnwsl
in
j! electing
the
shortest possible time after the receipt of this orsine
die
next
The
business
adjourn
Mouday.
has been reduced to only a few prominent i der.
3d—All the members of the tinunifnrmcd Militia
measures, and the other matters will lie diswill be relieved from service under this order,
upon
posed without much controversy. The com- enlisting in either of the regiments of Maine Volnnmittee of Ways and Means will have disposed j leers already in the Held or now beiug raised for the
service of the United States, in which case each will
ol all that originated by them.
The tariff bill
receive a premium of two dollars, oue month's adwitli tlie Senate's amendments will tie returned J vauce
pav. and a bounty of twenty-five dollars in ndto the House to-morrow. The confiscation hill i vauce. 1*o those wlio join a regiment already in the
the
advance pay and bounty will lx- made each
field,
is pending in the Conference Committee. The
upon his muster individually into the service. If lie
soldiers’ pension and and naval appropriation
a
new
regiment, lie win receive his advance pay
joins
bills are yet to Ik- definitely acted upon. Unupon the muster of his company into the service, and
his advance bounty upon the mustering of his regiless more important questions intervene the
ment, making the total amouut which he will have
Senate business can lie closed by the time inreceived, upou the inuster-iu of his regiment. Forty
dicated.
to

Dollar*.
Iu addition to the foregoing, at the expiration of
his term of enlistment, or upon his honorable discharge from serv ice, he will receive a fiwrlit-r cash
bounty of seventy-five dollars, which, in the event of
his death, is pavable to his family.
Recruiting agents will receive authoritv in writing
from the Adjutant General, aud such other persous
as may hereafter be designated.

tration of Gen. Pope's army.
Yesterday afternoon u submarine battery
was towed to the Navy Yard by a tug from
Philadelphia. As it lies in tlie water it resembles a sturgeon and is about thirty feet long
and six in diameter.

By order

of the

ditwtf

Commander-in-Uhief
JOHN L. HoDSDON,
Adjutant General.

In almost endleaa

OF

Jy9d3t

mohair mitts.

EMBROIDERIES.
VELVET RIBBONS,

PABA80L8 AMD

■

true-hearted soldiery will make such
response a* will
still further illustrate the patriotism ana detotiou of
our gallant and faithful State.
lly Order of the C’ommander-in-Chicf.
JOHN L. HODS DON, Adjutant General.
d3t
j)9

j upfbnds.

Flour, State and Western heavy and 5 cents lower;
State 4.45 a 4.70; ltnund Hoop Ohio .',lo
Su|>er!ine Western 4.00 a 4.05; Common to

•Superfine

а.5,15:

Good Extra Western 9.90 a .5.05; Southern favors
buvers; mixed to good 5.70n5.80: Fane* and Extra
б,8f>o?6,75; Canada 6 cents lower; Extra 4,90*6.25.
Wheat heavy and lc lower; Chicago spring 96 a
al «»9; Radi o Milwaukie Club 1,04 a l.KV Winter
Rod Illinois 1.15; Winter K«1 Western 1,19 a 1.22;
White Michigan 1.25 a 1,36; White Canada 1.28 Am*
her Michigan 1.24 a 1.25: Extra choice do., 1.27.
Corn lc lower; *a’es 134.000 Mixed Western 511
a 52\ for old, and 48 a 50 for new.
Oat a dull,
l'ork steady.
Sugars firm; New Orleans 8 a I0j bv auction ; 675
hhds. do at 8$ ; Muscovado 7j a 9; Havanua, 56 box*
es at

j

Notice.
July, Postage Stamps
will "not be charged at

and after the first of

|*

and Stamped Envelopes
I^ROM
the Post Office.

je2f.tr

Wanted,
!

I

7J.

SITUATION on a Farm for a «mart. active boy,
13 \ears old, who is used to the business.
For further information inquire at
326 CONGRESS STREET.
juI8—2wd

A

Coffee less active but prices unceanged; sales of !
400 bags of Rio on private terms.
Fish.
Molasses quiet; Sale* 40 hhds. Muscavado at 22c
Freights to Liverjioo] firmer; Cotton nominal;— j SAA
QUINTALS Nice English Codfish.
Flour 3* a 3s pi; (.rain lid a l*2d in bulk and ships’
9J\nf loo do.
do.
do.
Pollock.
bags.
; Cargos of Schooners Flora aud Sarah, now landing,
Wool firm but very quiet.
I aud for sale bv
GEORGE TREFET1IEN k CO.
*dlw
July 8th, 1862.

i»g, by telegraph

a

late hour this

news

steamer

per

mom-

!

Great

|

Eastern, which is off Cape Race. Her news I
is three days later, and is but a counterpart of
j
what was received by the Europa.

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published,

in

a

scaled

Envelope.

PRICE SIX CENTS.

Trout & other

Fishing Tackle.
t.UNn, Rikleb, Revolvers,Cutlery and
8porting
VLSO.
generally.
aud Steucil
t.oons

Repairing

Cutting

G.L.

as

usual.

BAILEY,

42
June 23.

attended to

EXCHANGE STREET.
eodtf

Butter, Cheese, Flour.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT ;
.T/A BOXES Vermont Chcese-besf dairies.
AND RADICAL Cl REot Sncrmatorrlnea or
“|
AoU 25 Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.
Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
580 Bbls. Family Flour.
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally.
lu htore aud to arrive.
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsy anil I lls; Me i* j
and six batteries of artillery, although
For sale low by F. A. SMITH,
lal and l’hv.-ical Incapacity, resulting from Se’f- |
j
publish19 k 21 SILVER STREET
J.
ROB’I
CULVER WELL, 31. IV,
ed yesterday morning, was responded to in a | ALu»e, fcc.—By
Author of the Green Book, Ac.,
Portland, June 23. 1862.
d4w
most hearty and confident manner by prominent ami influential representatives from over
“A Boon to THoumiiiiIii of Sufferer**'*
1 sent
Molasses and Sugar.
30 counties of Indiana.
under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
The Governor and Hon. W. I’. Thompson , postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two p<**»ta, o
iY^IA UIIDS. Cardenas Molasses,
bv
Dr.
CH.
J.C.
KLINE,
127
stamj»s,
Bowkry, New i
200 do Mu*ca>ado do.
addressed a large meeting at ludiauupolis last
York., Pout outicr, Box, 4580.
100 boxes li U. Sugar.
I
Juuo 23.
night.
l»4mdAw
For sale by JOUN LYNCH 4 CO.
I j«S&-din
A

Seminal

UMBBELLAS,

AH of which will be told at

Usual

oar

Low IPrioes.

Governor of Maine.

leacii a

Meeting
Portland Gas Light
THE
their
No. 22

CHANGE OF SEASON !
WM. C. BECKETT,

^Merchant Tailor,
131, MIDDLE ST.,
Hu prepared hlmrelf br selection, from tho Natr
Styl.o Of Good, recently imported In M, w York and
Horton, to meet the miuiremeuta of hi, cu.turner,

public

and the

of the Stockholder* of the
Company will be held at

tiRAVESTONES.

DOESKINS!
Of a great variety of pattern,. VESTINGS of all
varieties that the market afford,—Silk. Satie, I.in.
en, and Cotton—ntanv rare and
unique strlca. Aiao
an assortment of the nicer
qnaiitirc of

C"1

'nr

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS.
To all of which attention i,

J. H. COOK.

91. G. PALMER A CO.

Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Picture Frames,

-LOT or-

they

EXTRACTS,

Proprietors
public in

And the

Manufacturer* of

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Painting*

Ice Cream Saloons,
Hotels,

of

Also,

general.

a

MILL1NE

A very

who may call.

will do well to call at their rooms,

Where may also be

seen

Our Attortment of Artist*' Material*

Portland,

Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such a* Wlnaor k Newton’s Oil aud Wafer Colors,
It rushes. Drawing
Pencil*. Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. Ac
Our stock embrace* all article* in this Hue. and I*
the largcnt and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducement* to dealer* and
both as to quality of good* and as to price*.

extensive assortment of

an

Paper*.

a, WHITE (iOODS.
IIOOP

SKIRTS. HOSIERY,

pilotograpers,

LACES, EMBROIDERfES.
—

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

AND-

Will bm cheerfully tarnished with
which contains a complete list.

Fancy 3Dry Q-oods!
PALMER,

». C.

THOME*,

1.

LONO,

Jt.

A

our

Catalogue,

large assortment

of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, F.boay and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,

Constantly

ARMS t

TO

HAND,

JUST RECEIVED,
choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithograph*, which we shall be bappy to show to any

INFERIOR TO NONE IN TI1E WORLD.

144 Middle Street,

FRAMES.
Looking Glasses.

Pier and Oval Frame*, with French Mirror*; bill,
Kbony and Imitation Rosewood Frame*, both Oval
ami Square, for Kugravinn aud Pbotogiaphs. at low
price* and warranted satisfactory.

and varied

Handkerchief Perfumes

Trader*

GILT
and

CONSTANTLY ON

large

assortment of

Country'

Engravings,

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

would direct the attention of

Keepers of

Confectioners,

dtf

R. J. D. LARRABEE * CO,

a

LARGE, NEW «fc SUPERIOR

To which

especially Invited.

•.•Coat and vert maker, wanted.
Portland, Jnne 23, 1882.

To Oonfeotioiierss!

FLAVORI\G

to

For Drra and Frock Coat,,
embracing the nicer
qualities of trench and German, a, well a, the cheaper substantia! fltbrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain aud Fancy

OOP Bargain* will be given to those* who wish
W to purchase Gravestone* or Monument* of any
description. Those who will favor me with a cad
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Steven*' Plains.

Have Just received

a,

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !
In hi, new rtoek arc eomprlaod Faner Cloth, (br
Spring overcoat, and Buainra Snlta, Rich Black and
FANCT BROADCLOTHS

office.
Exchange Street, on Wednesday,
the 15th hurt., at 3 o'clock, 1*. M.. for the election of
officer*, the acting upon Hie Reports of the Director*
and Treasurer, and the transaction of buxines* that
may properly come before the meeting.
Julseodtd EDWARD H. DAVIES, President.

jc<tt—3m

Robinson,

No. 84 MIDDLE STREET,
4«Ued

Jane ®. 18(3.

juI7—dtf

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, July 6.
An officer in charge of Lovage Station during the late battle states that all the sick and
wounded were removed before the rebels
reached there.
Another small reltel gunboat beside the
Teazer ventured down James river on the ;Jd
and was sunk by our gunboat*.
(Jen. McClellan has advanced about seven
miles up the river but no lighting has been
heard of for the last two days.
Ten transport steamers are here to-day.—
The Kim City and Knickerbocker have each
HEAD QUARTERS.
over 500 sick and wounded on board.
The
Adjutant General's Orrir*.
Knickerbocker goes to Washington and the
Augusta. July 7tU. 1862.
New
York.
No
Elm City to
GENERAL ORDER. No 17.
person is allowed
oil board the Elm City to obtain any infonnaTo the Major Central* of the Militia :
tihn. Five deaths have occurred on board I
Accompanying this you will receive General Order
since leaving Harrison’s Landing.
No. 16, with Proclamation* of lib Excellency the
Governor, and recruiting papers and instruction* to
Three regiments of cavalry left for up-river
j Ik* put into the hands of the Orderly Sergeant or some
this morning.
other |K*rson of each of the companies organized unA Hag of truce boat has returned from
der your direction, with a request that they will enWhite House. All is quiet there and no rebels i list all such persons therefrom, or others, as may Ik*
possible. For this service they will receive a suitable
seen.
She brought some fifty contrabands
compensation for each man enlisted hv them and
and a few stragglers, Gen. Burnside's Hag
mustered into the service of the United States.
boat arrived here this afternoon.
The necessities of the service admit of no delay, and
is most earnestly hoped that the several M^jur Genit
Eastern
soldiers
The following
arrived on
erals will gee that the requirements of this order are
the Kennebec:—Lieutenant ('. A. Alvard, 11th
promptly executed, and the Orderly Sergeant* or othMaine, rheumatism: C. II. White, Me.; Lieut.
er parties designated as recruiting officers will omit
J. B. Litchfield. 4th; Major Win. L. Pitcher,
no effort on their
part to secure as many recruits as
possible for the Volunteer Regiments.
4th; S. F. Steward, 6th; Charles Sewall, 11th,
A* members of the Militia will be called into actual
fever.
The wounded are in charge of l)r.
service under the laws of the United State* and of
Calvin G. Page of Boston and his assistants.
this State, as Militia, for a |>eriod w hich in all probability will be quite as lung a* that for which they
would hr* held as Volunteer*, the ad ant age* to be deStock Market.
rived by the soldier in volunteering, in the matter of
Stocks more active and higher; Chicago ami Itock
premium, advance pay, bounty, and other beneiits,
Ia1an<161j; Clovelaiid and lottsbarg 23: Illinois C.-nare *o great and obvious that it’ i* believed there will
tral scrip 39j; Michigan Southern guarantied Mj;
1m* no hesitation in enlisting as Vo’unteers, rather
Michigan Central On: llatetn preferred. 33: Hudson
than to serve as Militia, in w hich capacity they will
63; American (.old lilt: Pacific 1001: Now York
receive nothing but monthly wages, rations and clothCentral901: F.ric 841; Mitwaukic ai.il Prairie I»uing.
Cbion33; I'llited Stall's sixes 1981; coupons loll;
Citizen soldiers! remember yon have a country to
sixes ope year certificate* 99: Treasure 7 3-10 a 103}:
*a\e, and you are the men who can render most rtfiKentucky H\c» 94t;Calirornia sevens 91; Illinois coucieut aid in this holy and patriotic work. To reuder
pons and bonds 1402. 99.
success speedy and certain, and to alleviate and
abridge the calamities of war, the President of the
New York Market.
United States has requested this call to he made.
The Commander-in-Chief doe* not doubt that our
Cotton firm; sales 800 bales at 40 a 41 for middling

8Ulf

A’o., ,to., «fco.

Act of Congress, ap“An act to provide for
the suppression of rebellion against, and resistance to
the laws of the United .States, and to amend the act
entitled, ‘an act to provide for calling forth the militia,' Ac., passed Feb. 28. 1798”:
".Section 3. And Ih> it further enacted. That the
militia so called into the service of tiie United States,
shall be subject to the same rules and articles of war
as the troops of the United States, and be continued
in the service of the United States until discharged
by proclamation of tlie President: !%rocided, That
such continuance in service shall not extend beyond
sixty days alter the commencement of tin; next session of Congress, unless Congress shall expressly
provide law therefor: And provided /net her. That
the militia so called into the service of the United
States shall, during their time of service, be entitled
to the same pay, rations, and allowances for clothing,
as are or may be established by law for the arm
of
the United States.’*
jy9d3t

MAINE.

variety,

U LOVES,

EXTRACT from an
proved July 29, 1861. entitled,

M. O.

STATE

full line of

a

HOSIERY,

,.

Tlie Star says on Friday last a division of
Gen. McDowell’s corps took up their liue of
march for Warrenton, Va., which point they
now hold.
We presume tiiis movement Is
preparatory to a prompt and proper concen-

ever

DRESS GOODS,

—

rebel soldiers by our men on the Peninsula. ! “in case of insurrection, war, invasion, or to prevent
or to lie mustered into the service of the
Several Georgians it is said, were hung, and j invasion.
United States, ti|mn a requisition made upon the Govmany bodies mulilhfcd but this is know n here i emor and < •nnniander-in-Chief by the President of

Jockeys,

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,

Infantry, for

Washington, July 8.
and organized forthwith. The Seventeenth will renLate Richmond papers state that Bevevely | dezvous at Portland and the Eighteenth at
Bangor
Robinson of the Virginia cavalry has been ap- j The exigency of the occasion is such that the utmost
and vigilance is required.
j
a
and
has
taken
expedition
pointed Brigadier General,
2d—Whereas the ueui.iforined Militia of this State,
Ashby’s command.
constituted as
provided by chapter teu of the Revised
is
made
of
inhuman
ami subsequent acts, is subject to active dutv
treatment
of
Statutes,
Complaint

and

oSfcr them at

to

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

portation

Annual

Adjutant General's

prepend

LOWER PRICES than
Ladlee will alao And

Notice.
HEAD

arc now

on

by

From Washington.

Recruits for the Army.

I

GOOD NEWS I GOOD NEWSII

Immense Stock

The Examiner says 15,000 will not cover
their loss in killed and wounded during the
week. Tlie impression of military men on the
|H'iiinsula is that 30,000 Is more like the number.
A Winchester letter of the 2d inst. reports
that Gen. Geary’s command has advanced into
Big Fort Valley. His advance fell into an
ambuscade near Port Furnace.
A skirmish ensued in whieli two cavalry men
were wounded, but not fatally, and the rebels
were driven from tike stone fences they occupied. Gen. Geary holds the ground gained.
A letter from one of our prisoners at Salisbury. N. C., says that Cants. O'Meara of the
X. Y. 42d, and Austin of the 2d Ky., Surgeon
Sloouin of navy, and Hofflnau, Medical Purveyor of Gen. Banks' division, are held as hostages for somebody unknown.
A special despatch to the Post says it is
probable that Congress will adjourn early next
week.

received at

Cincinnati, July 8.
Gov. Morton’s call forelevenmore regiments

MAINE.

Htre thii day marked dowa thdlf

Tuesday.

has

Hen. Hindman has issued an appeal to the
people of Arkansas and says that he intends
to annoy tile enemy in every possible way and
asks the people to do their part. The Little
Kock Gazette of the 2sth says the Federals
have evacuated Indian Bay and St. Charles
and the whole lower White Kiver. Gen. Curtis has left Batesville and crossed Black Kiver
and is supposed to he marching towards Cockbridge w ith a view to reach the Mississippi.

authority

following lu support.

Vicksburg 3d,

STATE OE

•« Middle Street,

New York Items.
New Yoke, July 8.
It is rumored that the Navy Department
will soon place Commodore Foote at the head
ol' the new naval expedition, lor which vessels
arc fitting out, to consist chiefly of vessels of
the regular navy.
Lieut. Frank Brownell, the avenger of Col.
Ellsworth, was not killed as lias been reported.
A special dispatch to the l’ost from Washington says, Richmond papers of July 4th
have been received. They contain full details
of the late battles. They claim a victory as a
general result bat admit a severe defeat on

Cairo, July 8.

I Water.

New York, July 7.
The Tribune gives Gen. Andrew Porter's

are

Sunshine,

from

gone to Kichinoud.
The rebels have burned all the trestle work
of the bridges between Memphis and Cold

The Press has a
stating that Gen. Burnside's entire army is in
motion against Richmond.

The main forces

Steamer
arrived.

MAINE.

DRY GOODS.

LEACH JC ROBINSON,

More Indian Depredations.
Pacific Spkisos, Utah, July 7.
The Indians have taken all the stage stock
from three or four stations east of the Hocky
Ridgc, thirty-two head in all, and killed two
emigrants. They also took 140 horses, from
California, at Yo Springs.
A war with the Chnnnes and Snakes and
two or three bands of the Sioux, appears inevitable. There are only o(X) troops on the whole
line, which is not enough for its protection.

Carver to Com.

i burg.
I
Large numlier of Mississippi troops have

Philadelphia, July 8.
dispatch from Newbern, 2d,

for the statement that the
rebel* have lost 75.0UO men in the late battles.
A correspondent in the Philadelphia
Inquirer states that the Richmond
papers of the 4th
a
loss
of 30,WX) men, though they
acknowledge
claim a victory.
A correspondent of the Philadelphia Pres;,
writing under the same date, reports that Gen.
McClellan is pushing rapidly forward, driving
the enemy at all points. The gunboats accompany his advance, shelling the woods and scattering the enemy.

Capt.

OF

MISCELLANEOUS.

....

cainp in each Senatorial District. Eacli recruiting officer must coniine his recruiting
to the Senatorial for which lie is appointed.—
The force will be received and mustered into
the service of the U. S. by regiments.

The bombardment was continued.
The
town was deserted except by the military.
News from White Kiver is not encouraging.
j Col. Fitch still holds Lt. Charles. No relief I
has yet reached Gen. Curtis.
The whole country bordering on White
I Kiver is reported in arms, except those
flying
from the conscription, which is enforced in the

aboard.

name as

is from

Sir—In obedienee to your orders of the 12th,
I left Baton Itouge on my way up the river at
one 1’. SI. of that day, on the
14th, at nine P.
SI., I sent the marine guard and a party of
seamen, in all about 1U0 men, under charge of
Lieut. Lowry to Bayou Sara, for the purjiose
of destroying the telegraph apparatus, and
with orders to inform tue authorities of that
town that we were on the river for the purpose
of enforcing the laws of our common country
and protecting its loyal citizens, and at the
same time to warn them that if any demonstations were made upon our vessels or transports as they passed in front of their town, by
the thieves and murderers ycelpt Guerillas, the
town would be held responsible for it and at
least would he held under contribution if not
dealt with more severely.
Lt. Lowry returned with his party to the
ship, having accomplished his work excepting
securing the telegraph apparatus, which had
been removed but a few minutes before he
landed. About half a mile of win* was cut
and brought on board and the vitriol and batteries desroyed.
The people ashore seemed to be peaceably
disposed, were quiet and civil and made no
disrespectful demonstrations.
The Mayor or chief magistrate informed Lt,
Lowry that but two or three days previous to
our arrival to the tow n had been visited by
bands of guerillas, that they had committed
many outrages against law and order and that
he had arrested a Lieut, who commanded the
party, but he was rescued by his men and
liorne off to the woods. He represented these
guerrillas as a law less set of men, of whom
the inhabitants of the country and small tow ns
had greater dread than for the visits of our
navy or even our army. and he hoped we would
not hold him responsible for the acts of a cut
throat hand.
Before leaving shore Lieut. Lowry, with the
flag of our Uniou at the head of his* party and
to the tune of Yankee Doodle, marched
through
several of the principal streets. We passed
Natchuz at about 1021*1 of the morning of the
Kith. On the morning of the 17th the Richmond joined us, and at about 0.30 of that
morning we passed Badney. We arrived at
our anchorage on the 18th. at 11.30 in tue
morning. Nowhere on the route were we molested, and saw no change in the aspect of
things since trip at Grand Gulf. The town
there was riddled by shot, and then destroyed
by Are. On a small hill, just to the right of the
town, was a small earthwork which hkd been
only recently thrown up, and was capable of
receiving 3 or 4 small Held pieces. It, us well
as the town, was
entirely deserted. On the
20th inst. Com. Porter arrived here with ten
of his mortar boats. Yesterday the Miami arrived with another, and this P. M. four others
were towed up.
Com. Porter informed me
that his flotilla was tired upon at Ellis Clitfs,
and that it is the intentiou of the rebels to
mount a troublesome battery at that placeaind
also at Quitman's Landing, as he learned at a
farmer's house coming up. The boata which
arrived this morning were tired at from Ellis
CiiUs; one was hit two or three times. Yesterday morning I sent the Onetla and Winona
to look after these places.
To-morrow I shall
send the Katahdiu to eouvoy the two boats as
far as Baton Rouge, or until she meets you.—
Here at Vicksburg tile rebels appear tobequie
busy in extending and fortify ing their works,
and it is said they have some 10,000 troops in
and about the town.

to

Tribune’s Fortress Monroe correspondent of
the 6th. says:—Yesterday our
pickets advanced tront to five miles from the river and sawno enemy, who seem to have
mysteriously retired.
ten cents, and one purse of the value of twenty
Gen. McClellan has advanced Ids lines down
on the
cents.
Chickuhotniny,and no tears are now enteruined of a llank movement in that direcThis was a very heinous offence, and had
tion. By noon to-day Gen. McClellan
expectthese boys been of maturer
.rs, a charge of
ed to have his position fortified, s<> as to be able
to bid defiance to the
highway robbery would have been made against
in
enemy
any shai>e they
them. Young as they were, the facta of the j might choose to come.
The
Herald's
letter
of
the
tith
says some of
case, upon investigation, certainly showed great
the gunlmat* have gone up the river todatvmd
amount of moral depravity, bidding fair, if alothers will soon follow.
lowed to continue, to bring the youthful role
A certain general who was looked for to-dav
has not yet arrived, hut w e have
bers to the gallows. To forcibly detain a youth
hope of seeing
him before the going down of the sun.
of their own age. and seize upon articles of
A large number of naval officers are here to
property in his possession, was an act worthy ! rc|s>rt to their vessels, w hich are
hourly exonly of, and akin to that of highway robbery. pected.
This great point of interest is
His Honor, Judge Lane, after a most patient
becoming
more and more important.
hearing of the ease, in which he could And no
A few days longer and Richmond will be
extenuating circumstances, deemed it necessa- ours.
An army letter to the Herald states that the
ry, as a duty to society, to send them to the
relsd prisoners say long before the evacuation
State Keforni School during the |>criod of their
ol ( oriuth, the
troops from Beauregard's army
minority. Let the boys of Portland read this, ls'gau to arrive at Richmond, and continued
to
and liear in mind, that “though hand join in
arrive steadily until that event took
place, by
which time 50,000 arrived, and
hand the wicked shall not go unpunished."
to
subsequent
the evacuation 25,000 more arrived from CorA lad, having in the exulwrance of his “4th
inth:—that these 75,000 men are the flower ol
of July spirit,” discharged a gun at the School
Beauregard'* army. They are the best troops
of the old army of Manassas, and have not as
House on Casco street, damaging it somewhat,
a general thing been
was sentenced to pay a flue of one cent and
engaged in the late battles, but are held in reserve—that the whole
rctnia
uumlsT ot troops at Richmond amounts to
Jno. MeCallum appeared before His Honor,
fully 200.000—that Gen. Lee has chief comcharged with a violation of the dog law. For mand. and that Gens. Beauregard. Johnston
before he was wounded, and Jackson, were
this offence, having been proved guilty, he was
commander* of corps de armee under him.—
fined two dollars and costs. In default of
pay1 Oder the re|K>rt of Jackson’s death they speak
ment was sent to “Back Cove Retreat.”
of it in a manner that leads me to think it a
ruse.
Jno. MeCallum, having also resisted the
Under the treasury note bill as finally passpolice while in the discharge of their duty,
ed, $:1.;.000,000 are to lie issued in small notes.
was further fined ten dollars and costs.
In de50,000,000 me reserved to secure the payment
fault was committed.
of temporary deposits,
leaving the issue for
Joseph C. Andrews was charged with having circulation at $100,000,000.
The
Times’letter
places our loss in the remade or kindled a fire iu the passage way leadcent battles at about 25.000.
from
street
to
the rear of Messrs.
ing
Temple
The reliel steamers Nashville anil Kate sailEmery & Waterhouse’s store, without being ed from Nassau on the 21st lor New Inlet, N.
C'., but were chased back, the former getting
licensed therefor by the Mayor and Aldermen.
into Gun Cay Abaco and the latter into EleuWas ordered to recognize at July term of
tliera.
S. J. Court, in the sum of $f>0,00
The Oveto was still under seizure
by the
British w ar steamer Greyhound with a
Elizabeth Dennison, on a charge of larceny,
prize

Carvey,

i

fine of

ty and tilled $j,00 and and costs. Paid.
Cornelius Sullivan, Jno. Sullivan and Chas.
H. Goodrich, lads of a dozen years or so, were
held to answer for having robbed another boy
of silver and copper coin of the value of fortyeight cents, one pocket knife of the value of

Thomas

following
FarraguL

STATE

1

Albany, X. Y., July 8.
Adjutant General has issued an order
to
new
enlistments.
There is to lie a
relating

U. S. Steam Sloop Bbookix, 1
OH' Vickburg J line 22,
)

The

1

Ann Briggs of Auburn committed suicide last Sunday evening by
drowning. Cause,
temporary insanity. The Lewiston Journal
states that she had been much interested in
the late revival at that place.

was

otherwise and ordered him to pay
two dollars and costa. Paid.

patch dated

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The

Washington, July 8.
Navy Department has received a dis-

The

|

NEW

the cull for volunteers. Com. H. Foote presided. The meeting was most enthusiastic
and tile people are thoroughly aroused.

From Vicksburg.

Havelocks of cotton drill, cotton
shirts, cotton drawers, socks, bandages. Ac.,
are most needed. Any of these articles or others sent to Portland will be forwarded from
here free of expense.

Express

Court.

HONOR,

8.

Adjourned.

sick soldiers.

Co. for late St. John papers.

BEFOItE HIS

Washington, July

Senate—The Coullscation bill was taken
up. A motion to agree to the House bill was
rejected, 14 to 23.
The Senate insisted on its amendment, 28 to
10, and asked for a Committee of Conference.
The Resolution for tne expulsion of Senator

The

writing the above we learn that neithexpected to survive.
1
;^“Our readers and, the public generally
will find both their taste and curiosity highly
gratified by a call at Tltcomb’s, 373 Congress
street, where they may obtain a most refreshing draught of pure soda water, combined
with syrups of exquisite richness and delicacy
of flavor, drawn from one of Puffer's patent
silver founts, which is a very ingenious affair
and decidedly worthy of notice. Mr.Titeomb
charges his Fount from a Generator on his
own premises and we are confident that all
who taste his Soda and Syrups, will pronounce
them unsurpassed.
Greenleaf Chapter of Royal
Masonic.
Arch Masons, was constituted Monday eve- j
ning by the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of
Maine, M. E. John J. Bell. Grand High Priest,
presiding. The following officers of Greenleaf Chapter were installed : Freeman BradWoodbury, E. F... band, 11th Reg.. Broad St.
M illiam, R. A., Co. E, 5th Reg., West Phila.
ford, High Priest ; Josiah H. Drummond.
\\ ithee, A. C., Co. G, 7th Reg.. West Phila.
King : John B. Coyle, Scribe ; Edwin C. !
Auld, Jas. R., 5th Reg.,6th and Muster, from
Bolles, Chaplain; M. F. King, C. of H.; Rufus
Salem.
!
R.
A.
S.
C.;
Shaw,
Stanley, P. S.; Edwin
Shall have to defer list of new
appointments
Samuel Kvles, G. R. Garden, James Freeman. ] until
my next.
Skikmishkr.
Moses
Edmund
M. of V's;
Phhiney. Treas.;
Woman’s Aid Still Needed.—Col. ElliDodge, Sec'y; Chas. Sampson, Sentinel.
of the Governor's S.taff, who has
just rejy-Our friends, Messrs. W. H. Savage and ot,
turned from the army of the Potomac, and
C. P. Mattocks, have opened a recruiting of- !
from visiting the Maine soldiers in all the hosflee in Fox Block for the enlistment of men
pitals in and around Washington, states that
for tlte 17th Regiment. They are both gentlemen of character and culture, and those who ; although the loss among our Maine troops has
not been so large as in some
intend to go to the war cannot well be assoregimenLs, notciated with better men than they. Rally, boys, ! withstanding they were in the thickest of the
battles, and their praise upon everybody's
under the lolds of Old Glory!”
tongue, yet the warm weather calls for large
Beat his Wife.—We heard of the arrest
of
stores and thin
clothing for
yesterday of a man charged with cruelty to supplies hospital
the sick and wounded. Let the ladles In
every
his wife. The wife, however, with that goodtown in I he State still keep at work, and conness of heart so characteristic of her sex, detribute what they ran of hospital stores. A
nied it in toto. The affair remains at present
few articles from every town
would, in the agin the bauds of the proper officers, and so does
make up a goodly contribution to our
gregate,
the man.
Since

er

CONGRESS—First Session.

Simmons was referred to the Judiciary Committee, 31 against 7.
The Tarili' bill was taken up.
The Lieut. Col. of the 10th, is Charles 1C
The Senate proceeded to consider amendments reported by the Committee on Finance.
TiUlcn, of Castine, not Charles Wilder, of
Eastport, as the printer made me to say in 25 The duty on spirits distilled was raised from
to 50 cents per gallon.
That on sheet iron
my last. Col. Tilden was Captain of the Caswas raised about 33 per cent.
That on quintine Company in the 2d Regiment, and
proved ine was altered from 75 cts per ounce to 45 per
cent ad valorem.
That on opium prepared for
himself as good as the best in the Regiment,
smoking, 80 per cent ad valorem. The prowhich is uo small praise. The
following is a
viso exempting rags, was struck out.
On
list of soldiers in the Philadelphia
hospitals, chicory the duty is reduced from 4 to 2 cents
cent.
belonging to Maine.
per
Mr. Powell offered an amendment repealing
Andrew, Osborne, Co. K, 11th R„ Broad St.
the
bounties on lishing vessels. Rejected.
H>.
Baneker, J.,
K, 7th Reg., Broad St.
The bill was reported to the Senate. The
Boyle, W. S., Co. 1). lltli Reg.. Bread St.
amendments were consideted. The duty on
Barnes, A., band, lltli Reg., Broad St.
spirits distilled from grain was raised about 33
Barker. J. II., Co. H, 7th Reg.. West Phila.
per cent; that ou quinine was altered from 75
Bean. B. R.. Co. I. 5th Reg., Wood St.
cents per ottnce to 45 per cent ad valorem and
Brooks. Abner, Co. H, 11th Reg., St. Jothat on opium for smoking 811 per cent. The
sephs St.
amendments passed.
Carver. A., Co. D. 11th Reg.. Broad SL
A bill to amend the act of 1775, calling on
Cram. A. IL, Co. B, .‘Id Reg., Broad St.
the militia to suppress invasion, was introducCollins, Geo. W.. Co. A. lltli Reg., South St.
ed.
Cameron, Jos., Co. I), 7th Reg., Fifth St.
A bill was introduced amendatory of the
Morgan. A. A., Co. B. 11th Reg.. Broad St.
act prohibiting the slave trade.
Moody, J. IL, Co. I). 1st. Reg, West Phila.
The bill equalizing the grade of naval offiMunham, Chas., Co. I, 5th Reg., Fifth St.
Meneree, \\ m., Co. F, 7th Reg.. SL Josephs, i cers was taken up. An amendment was
adopted that the naval officers have the same
Gilmore, G„ Co. C, lltli Reg., West Phila.
Gould. II. M., Co. E, 5th Reg.. West Phila. I pay as the same rank of army officers, and disallowing rations to retired officers. The grade
Hass, C. B., Co. B, 7th Reg., Broad St.
of Admiral was changed to Hear Admiral.
Howard, F. X., Co. E. 5tli Reg., Broad St.
Adjourned.
Hinckley, M., band, lltli Reg.. West Phila.
House.—The House concurred in the reHiggins, S., Co. H. 11th Reg., West Phila.
port of the Committee of Conference on the
Hatch. F. X.. Co. A. 5th Reg.. West Phila.
Treasury Note hill.
Hammond. G. S.. Co. Ii.tith Reg., South St.
The house resumed the consideration of
Jackson, G. A.. Co. H, lltli Reg., Broad SL
Kingsbury, P„ Co. B. fid Reg., Christian SL I the bill for the discharge of state prisoners
and others on hail or recognition to await
Kelley, E. J., Co. 11.7th Reg.. West Phila.
trial. Debate ensued.
Kendall. IL, Co. M. 5th Reg., Broad St.
Mr. Sheffield, of K. I.. moved to lay oil the
Lowell, F.. Co. B. lltli Reg., Broad St.
table. Disagreed to. 29 against 89.
Littlefield, Geo., Co. B, 7th Reg., South St.
Mr. Hiddic, of Penn., offered an amendment
Lyon, W. IL, Co. B, fid Reg., Christian St.
making it lawful for the President whenever
Leighton, II. M„ Co. B, 3d Reg., do
the public safety requires it. to susjiend the
Little, Jas., Co. M, lltli Reg.. South St.
writ of habeas corpus for twelve mouths or
Merchant. J. W.. Co. B. 11th Reg..Broad St.
until the next meeting of Congress in any
Merrill, t'. W., Co. K, 7th Reg., Broad St.
part of tile country where the execution of the
Moody, S. C-. band, 11th Reg.. Broad St.
is obstructed by l'orec. Under the operalaws
Messerve. A.A-.Co. E. 7th Reg., West Phila.
Magner, Jno., Co. II. 7th Reg., West Phila. tion of the previous question the amendment
Murphy, \\ I)., Co. B. 5th Reg., St. Josephs. was excluded. The bill was then passed. A
Corp. McCausland, T. I., Co. B. 11th Reg., synopsis of it was published last week.
The House then passed the Senate bill, deBroad St.
lining the pay and emoluments of officers of
McNally, M., Co. I. 7th Reg., West Phila.
Corp. McDonald, Henry, Co. C’, 6tli Reg., the army. One of the sections empowers the
President to discharge any officer unsuituable
St. Josephs.
for duty or whose dismissal would promote the
Please. H. M.. Co. F, 6th Reg.. Broad St.
public interest. Another bestows full citizenPackard, F. A.. Co. M, 7th Reg., Broad St.
ship upon persons bom abroad alter one yenrs
Pollard, M. C.,Co. A, fid Reg., St. Josephs.
residence, on condition of honorably serving
Richter, J. II.. Co. A. lltli Reg., Broad St.
in the army.
Row, \\ C„ Co. C, 7th Reg., St. Josephs.
The House insisted on its disagreement to
Staples, W.. Co. I), lltli Reg., West Phila.
the Senate substitute for the Cotiliscatiun hill
Steiner. A. C„ Co. H. 11th Reg., Broad St.
Smith, A. P., Co. C, lltli Reg.. St. Josephs. and consented to a Committee of Conference.
House concurred in tile conference report
Worchester, Jno., Co. K, 11th Reg., West The
on the civil appropriation bill.
Phila.

Il'ard

jumping

XXXVIlth

Regiment is now under the cotaimaud of Capt. Edwards, Co. I.” Col. Roberts, of the 2d Regiment, was in the thickest of
the fight, and was a very brave and
lucky officer, losing but a few men, and no officers.
stantly.

No. 10, James T. Brown; No. 17. Fred. II.
Harris; No. 18, Chas. B. Nash.

and run over when

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

wounded. and I.ieut. Col. Heath, killed in-

following is a list of Orderly Sergeants
appointed by Maj. Gen. Virgin:
Ward 1—Company No. 1, Grenville F. Sparrow; No. 2. Robert I. Hull; No. 3, Spencer
Rogers.
Want 2—Company No. 4, George A. Card;
No. 5, John H. Hall; No. 6, Henry L. Taylor.
Wartl 3—Company 7, Augustus D. Marr;
No. 8, Ira J. Batchelor; No. 9, John B. Hudson, Jr.; No. 10, Wm. W. Davis.
Ward 4—Company No. 11. Jacob T. Waterhouse; No. 12, Nathan G. Fessenden; No. 13,
James T. Todd; No. 14. David B. Ricker.
Ward 5—Company No. 15,Marquis F.King;
The

organization ot new regiments in -Ohio
will commence immediately. Camps are being established in different parts of the State
for their reception. Recruiting has materially
improved within the last few days. Over Shij
privates on furloughs liaue reported at Camp
Chase, and more are expected every (lav.
New Haven, July 8.
The largest meeting ever held in New Haven assembled here this
evening to respond to

TO THE

Augusta. July 8, 1S62.
Elliot, of the Governor’s staff, who is
now engaged in
looking after the wants of the
Maine troops in the field, writes to Gov. Washburn that in the late battles before Richmond,
Col. Jackson of the 5th Regiment was slightly-

Islands.

The

TELEGRAPHIC

Col.

company. Three companies are in Ward 1.
three in Ward 2, and four in each of the other
Wards in the city, together with one from the

little

Regular Correspondent.]

From 5th and 2d Regiment*—Correction—
Maine Soldiers in J'hiladeljihia Hospital*.

of

A Sad Accident.—As two

onr

on

hand.

R. J. D. LARRABEE k 00.,
Mo. 69 Eichnire Street.

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

Jun. 23. 1*12.

It

P ORTLAND

15 Recruits Wanted
To fill up

a

CUMBERLAND
To

serve

Mutual Fire Iniurance

Immediately.

three year*, unless

sooner

Better inducements

are

terms as

pany
All

discharged.

offered than

ever

before.

Recruiting

aud

Pay

J unc 23.

eodtm

PENSIONS, BOOTY SOYEY,
Back Pay, *c„

Armory,

commence on

je24tf

service in the present war. obtained for Soldier*
and Sailors, their widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

the

day of

FOR

en-

BRADFORD A

Recruiting

Officer*.

FREEMAN BRADFORD.
k. IIARMON.

Parlor, OUamtoor

Z.

Portland, June 20th.

-4M>-

PLAINCFt
FURNITURE,

>

China, Crockery & Glass Ware, jI
Britannia Ware, Takle fallen, and Plated Ware,
Oeueial Assortment of

F.

rally

Phillips.

Druggist,

Corner of Middle and Cross Streets,
L. C. Gilson, and Apothecaries gene-

Jul2dtf

Pier and Vlantlc Vlirror*.
Oval, Square
Eliptical frames, with
WITH
Gilt finish made
Rosewood. Black Walnut
to
of
of
or

or

uew and
order,
auy size, style or design,
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and

plates

re-eet iu old frames, bv
MORKOON ft CO..

18, Market Square.

Oill I’nunf*.

house-furnishing

portraits or landscapes of mp
size
F>r
style desired—latest patterns aud beat
order
or

!

workmauship—made

to

bv

MORRISON ft C 0.20. Mat ket Square.

dtf

For Sale.

re-

It is sixteen years since this remedy was introduced,
aud it has constantly gained in public estimation.
For Sale by the Piophctor,

W

F11HE attention of pnrchasers is invited to the largo
1 and desirable stock of House-keeping (toods now
in store, as above, comprising as it does m arly even*
article usually needed in the Furniture and (rockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can find almoot any variety of rich,

28. 188a

¥F you suffer from the Toothache you will be
I Iteved by using the

A. PARSONS, M.D.,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

138 &nd 140 Middle Street, Portland.

dhwti.

THY IT AND BE SATISFIED J

Dealer in

medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete out tit at this swabllibnit, without the trait)
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and tin* subscritM*r is coutfdeut that, combining
as he does the various branches of
business, be can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

HARMON,

No. 88 Exchange St., Pohtlaxd, M aixe.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty >ears. aud tufting a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled ta
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on vrvy reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

-DEALER IN-

June

102 Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, Frrndent.
Edward Shaw, Srcretttry.

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr*

a

upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to the
bolder.

Oflcr

month’s Advance

JOHN M. MARSTON.
CHAS. L. McALLISTER,

And

oa
com-

policies

listment.

Importerjuid

those of auy reliable

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

HALL. PORTLAND.

aud Rations

as

Office at

IFLifLe Corps
OLD CITY

a

tavorablc

are

policy

BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR.
And 100 ACRES OF LAND.

Together with *2.00 Bonus,
Pay authorized by Congress.

Company continue to insure property

THIS

COUNTY,

paid,

*100

Company.

company from

Photofrraplilc^fc'rmiitc*.
^Ul’AKK or oval—every kind, called for. These
£3 being manufactured tiy ourselves, except thoee
necessarily imported, we cau compete with any mar-

Thro. Story Brick DWELLING- I
HOUSE, No. 8 (irav Street. If is in
good repair, and contains ten finished ! ket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 38, Mar*
MOUKlSON k CO*S.
rooms.
If not sold before the lrtth of j ket Square,

THE

August next, it will be sold ou that dav,
at 11 o'clock. A. M
at Auction, without
Terms varv easy. For information app’v
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL Ik WOODBURY, on Commer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21, 1SG2.
dtf
reserve.

t'orn. Corn.
RIVER COHN.
For Sale at Island Poud,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
By P. F. VARNUM, Commercial Street,
Head of Widgerv’s Wharf.
jnH—3wi*

ILLINOIS

Teas.
£$*9\f

CHESTS Fine Ooloug Teas.
do.
do.
.souchong
For sale by JOHN LY NCH k CO.

HALF
50 do.

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut and
Oak XonldlB|s.
prices, in quauti*ies to suit the
Ship Mouldings made and finished to

loweet cash

ATtrade.

I order by

A

A

MOBBISON CO..
Market

Sqaare.

Old Frames Re-Gilt,
ND RENEWED by

Morrison a co.

_________________________________________

On Haad.
lupply of best
A CONSTANT
Leaf, and at low rataa at

Extra D*«p Gold

X Maaarr

Sqrana

Photographic Goods A Chemicals.
I /~Al'K
Hock iu tht» department it comp'eto, coo"
I \
prising ©very article o*nl in th© art
I Iune34dtfu 3t

MOBBISON k CO.,
38. Hnrket Square

mmmmmmammmmmm

_POETRY._I
A Farmer's Life.
It’s 4*0, for a quiet spot!
A place where the waters
A little farm in the sheltered
A home in the forest deep.

sleep,

vale,

A doe for the woodland game,
or keep,
A dollar to
A black and a brown and a brindle cow,
A horse and a flock of sheep.

spend

A duck and a Guinea hen,
A goose and a gander too—
A turkey proud—the poultry kind,
And a pair of doves to coo.
A

pig and a yoke of steers.
A cat. and a bird to crow,
A
for the comfort of them,
A place for the rake and hoe.

place

An axe for the lordlv tree,
A plow for the stubborn soil;
A faith in the promise of good,
A strength and a will to toil.
And a kind and gentle wife,
A little girl and hoy—
O, what can equal in’Jif©
A farmer's fireside joy?

It’s O, for

a

dM

quiet spot!

Jones was very fond "of playing at draughts,
and was very expert at that game. Some
years after the marquis’ school was broken up,
we happened to be on board of the
Paragon,
on her passage up the river.
It was just after
the declaration of war in 1812, and Gen. Bloomfield. who had been appointed to the command
of tlie northern armv, witli his suite, was on
board.
Tlie General was deeply engaged in a game
of draughts with one of the passengers, alter
having beaten all the members of his stafTin
succession. This time he was matched with
an adversary more formidable, amt it required
his best efforts to gain the victory. It was at
length achieved, and a second game, alter a
long contest, terminated in his favor.
Jones, wlmstood behind the General’s chair,
watching the play, thought that at many points
in the game the conqueror might have been
beaten, had his adversary possessed more skill.
Several times tlie General, in
easting a glance
over his shoulder, had noticed the intentness
with which his play had been observed, and
upon his last conquest he turned towards
uu

MISCELLANY.

_7 \

The Party and the truest.

“Papa,” and the soft blue eyes were raised,
full of eagerness and expectation,hut the golden lashes drop|H*d again as the little questioner
saw that, engrossed with his paper, papa had
not even heard
her.
Presently, however,
pausing to unfold it, his eye fell on the little
one, and his face lit up with a bright smile.
“Ah, little puss, how came you here ?” he
said pleasantly.
“I did not know- yon were reading, papa, nr
I would not have come. And please, papa, 1
wish you would not call me ‘little puss.' I
shall he seven years old next week,” and the
sunny curls were tossed hack, and the miniature woman drew herself up with the dignity
of an offended queen.
“Excuse me, Miss Carrie. I had really forgotten you were so old. Pray, to what am I
indebted for the great honor of your ladyship's

in

si-chi

oe

mini ot

Portland

t

Coal—(Retail.)

Sulphur.

Sal Smla.
<

Cream Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo. Manilla, fine.
Madder.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.
< am phene.

Saltpetre.
Vitriol......

to

after

him, whistling, “O,

a

sharp

44

44

44

nor

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bav No. 1
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3
Shore No. 1.
2.
3.
"
4.
Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.
t it ron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

that he would pray for some at dinner, a
wag
himself with a small measure of the
vegetables, and stole under the window next
which stood the table of our colored Christian.
Soon Cato drew up u chair and commenced:
“Oh, Massa Lord, will dow in dy provident
kindness condescend to liress eberyding before
us, and be pleased to bestow upoii us"' a few
tators—and all dc prafsc—”
Here the potatoes were dashed upon the table, breaking plates nud upsetting the mustard

pot.
“Dent's

Lord,” said Cato, looking with
surprise. “only just luff cm down a leetle easier

bx.

I-aver.
Date*.
Prunes.

Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour. Extra.
Flour. Family.
Flour, Extra SujH'rior.

S. B. WAITE.

Western extras.

fiuici.

CLOTHI 1STg7~

su|M*rior.

Ohio extra

family.

Canada

It ROW \,

sujier

No. 1.

fanev.
extra.
superior extra.

41

Kye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour p lb_
< orn Meal.

02

Ir,

Call Skin*.
Calcutta < ow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

First

i
|

A

undersigned hereby give notice that they have
a

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
Near the foot of L'nion Street, where
they hope to be
ftbl£ to give all the accommodation and
dispatch
which the nature of the buaiuera will admit.

Turning, Sweep
attended to

a*

Circular Sawing, kc.

and

heretofore.

OFFICE U UXIOX STREET#
WINSLOW k DOTEN.
Portland June

23. 1*52.

3tw4wl

75
no
00
25

visiting the Islands,
at the shortest notice.

J^XtTKSlONlSTS
with
Order*
more*

supplied

solicited.

44

Sheet aud

Fipo.
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.

Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)

Clapboards,
Shingles,

S extra
1‘
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

Laths, Spruce.
Bine.
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. 11 Ini Shooks & Heads, city..

Sug.

4 4

4 4

do
Green

41

44

44

44

...

country
sawed, without heading,_
Dry Riff..

Hoop*.
Hackmetack
tan.

Timber,
Lime.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Mola**e*.
Molasses, fictifugo*.
Molasses, Cuba clayed
Molasses,
tart.
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleaus.
Fort land Syrup
hhds
Nails.
Cask.
44

\ 111111 Store*.
Tar.
Fitch.

A STM

OF MONEY.

IOST.
J suitably rewarded

Ollice.

by

The finder will he
leaving the name at this

9!^
111«1
lijgj
a

gjj«)

6}o}

Hi

75
45
46
43
3H
33
4*;
41
33
43
78

91

101
10}

government.

j
11}
i£J
11

43
41
3*i
51
43
33
53
1 00

Hard, retail.
44
Soft,
\V ool.

Domestic.
Pelts

Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosslliiann.

Sheathing.
Exehn ngc.
< Mi London—80

days.

Fans.
Amsterdam
Bremen, rix

dollar.
New York—at eight.

Philadelphia.

Baltimore
Louis.
Cincinnati.

25

St.

26
75
00

a

88 7$
34j w
9 75
11 60
7 75
31
40
23
28
14

•*

Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.

25

<#

2k
3

60

«

«>

1

grow th

00
00

33
00
31
00

1

n

fin

,1
u

90
75
40

a
n

^

15 ®
2?

,1

00
00
61
Ofi
18
12

w

15

a?

3]«

05

«

6J-«>

17
11
14

«

<

“j

81

5|

a)

5]

If,

it

8j®
19
21
20
24
60

rf
a
••
u/

15 k£r

gal.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
Fortlaml Kerosene

"

Short*.".
Linseed.
Boiled,.
Lard Oil.

no case

givou to the Commercial and Maritime
conductors to make
indispensable institution of the state, and a ge-

an

0

«

a,

5 00

variably

year,

2 dis

j

the
an

nanus

any person

of tire

sstc

extra copy will be

•>.

rOHTER,

J. T. (iILMAS,
J H Hail.

J

13
30
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
20

8

00
00
00
00
00
00
45

<*»

00
60
00
60

15
37
00
10
00
40
00
10
(X)
00
05

»/00
0.00
<ci4J0
« 14
;«12

X. A.

(u 10
«

l5

n

31

production.

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paj>or to the hearty support of the
People of Maine.
May, 1*2.
L E< * N A B D A N T> R Y.W S,
SAMUEL E sFBINi..
NELSON DING LEY, Ju.,
It. S. STEVENS,
N A EAR WELL,
s. I* M RU K LANL>,

@

28 ®
00 a
22 it
27 a}

33
25

22j
30

18Jbbl*21
3

37Ju

10 00
6 00
8 <*»
1 54

«
n
a
«

3 50
12 00
7 00
0 00
1 GO

7Ja>
30 @ 0
75
83
1 (50 a 1
fit) a
68/1
17 00 « 18
16 00 a 17
90
94 <ai
75 &

8J
33

66

63
60
00
00
92
1X5
80

Republican
Stale

Committ<^.

I

BEN.I

KINGSBURY. Jr., I
LEMENT FHINNBY,
I Cumberland Co.
DANIEL ELLIOT,
LI KE BLOWN,
Rep. Com.
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L FICKARD.
(

JOHN T. HULL.
1IA R ELS H. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. FAI.NE,
HENRY F LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OltEN RING.

►

WILLIAM GRAY.

City

JOHN M STEVEN'S,
AUG. K GERISII.
KRANt IS E FRAY,
WM H FLUMMER.

Commute of

Portland.

j

LEATHER—80 p cent.
LEAD.—l*ig ljc p lb.
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
M< H.AS8KS.—6c p gal.
NAILS.— < ut lc. Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAK PM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Kinheriw; Neats foot, Linseed, Hemp»eed and
Rapeseed. 20 per cent; Hive in casks. Palm. Seal, and
Cocoanut 10, Olive Salad 30 |»er cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in oil and
Red Lead. 2 1-2c per lb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
21-2e p lb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—S|kanish Brown,
<Jrv. 20; in oil. 3»* p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 85c per 100 lbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, in oil,
SI 35: Whiting 26c p 100 lbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
ami Haras 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p !b.
RICE.—lc p lb
SALT —In bulk 12c, and in bags 18c P 100 lbs.
STARCH.—20 p cent.
SOAP —80 p cent.
SPICES.—(linger Root, 3c: Oround (Huger, 5o.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c: Cassia, lew*.—
('assia Buds. 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 26c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canarv, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.
si i.AIL—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado and ( oncetitrated Molasses. 2lc p lb; above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; redued, 5c p ft>; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.-20c p lb.

TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 26; all other
p cent, ad val.
#
TIN —In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.-*) p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p !b and under, 5 P cent;
under 24c p lb, 8c; over 24c p lb. 9c p !b.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc
lb.
Manufacturers of, ‘10 p cent, ad val.

kinds 30

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

experience

These Scales are still manufactured
"fly bv the original inventors, who
are-constantly adding snch real and
raJnaMv improvements as their
long
and skill suggest.

A COMPLETE VARIETY:
liar, Coal. Railr««ad, Platform. Counter. Drag,
and Butcher's Scale*; Beams. Weights.
fiat's.
Ac.,

as

tor

sale at

small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes' walk of the Boat Office. Kent not to
exceed from £150 to 175 per annum.
Address ltox 42. Post Office, or
:
apply at the C’ountBoom of the iMuly l'reas.Eox Block
injr
!
I’ortlaud. June 23.
distf

BORTOV.

Sold In Portland by Evert A Waterhouse.

White’* Patent Alarm

Thi§

So!«l at Fa rraxk'a
Milk Streei Bortuk,

!

virtue* unknown of

SMALL RENT, of five or six
the business part of the city.
this office.

rooms, near

Enquire at

H !•: XIIY J

auv-

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANK

and is the \ery best
thin* known Tor the purpose, a* ?t
will bring on tin* monthly sickxksm
in casesof obstruction. alter ali other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
:jTOver 20410 IJOTTI.KS have
now beeu Hold trith'inf a
nintfl* fai’1 «'*•' when taken a* directed, nud wtthk »ut the least injury to health in
on*
I' »*ase.
18 PHt UP "» bottles of three difi£*-ys£i~>'
1,1 -L -'3Z* 1‘Tfiit
with full directions
for using, and sent by express, closety
seated, to ail
parts of the country.
sixglk i.adif*.

IIAC'KMETAC KNEES, I.OCTST TREENAIL."*, and a genera) variety
of j*hip Mock.
of Oak Timber and Plank

Cargoes

der.

FAIRBANKS

SILVER STREET

ICE

AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard Atu.rn tru Building, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
in:AUGHT ALK ASH PORTER.

1’kickm.—Lull strength, $10; Half Strength. 86;
$3 per bottle.
This medicine is d«-*igued exprcssly for Obstixat* Tasks, which all other remt W Remember!

!U' KNKITS

edies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will be refunded.

am' is

admirably adapted

ROYS.
READFIELD, ME.

MONDAY, JULY
Familv

31»t.
School, and the best of reference

giveu. 1‘lease

sent for a Ciicular
II. M EATON & SON. Proprietors,
AMoS II. EATON,
LLE\YELL\ N A U < E, Aa-Utaut.
lsifi.
d2w

Principal.

June

26th,

to all unnatural conditions

tlfe skin; removing Tan, Sunburn. Freckles. Kednes-* and Koughncss of the skin, Re.,
caring ( happed
lla-id*. and allaying the irritation canned by the Lite#
of Mosquitoes, aud other annoying insects.
Prepared by .Joseph Burnett A Co., Boston, and for sale
by
of

all dea'ers.

PR EM ATP RE LOSS
\\ Inch is

so common

OF THE

HAIR,

uow-a-days.

may be eutirely
prevented by the use of Bcrxitt’I Cocoainm. It
ba> been used in thousands of cims where the hair
wa> coming out in handfhlls. and has never failed to
arri-st its

decay,

and to promote a healthy and vigorIt is at the same time unrivalled as a
dreeing for the hair. A single application will render it soft aud glossy for several day s. Prepared
by
ou*

growth.

•Joseph Burnett

Co., Boston, aud for sale by all

A

dealers.

NEW
CORNER

or

PAINT

TORE.

WATER

CONGRESS ST,

AND

BOSTON.

Ashael
Formerly

Wheeler, Ag>(,

in Union

Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

iu

er

TAINTS OILS. VARNISHES.

ryOrdetu by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. 11. N. MattiBOH, as above.
June 23.
d&w2m

C L E MS’

Art! Painter*’ Supplies

ple

Generally, StaDrutta, Sponges, Gam*,

Invalids !
SUPERIOR

SUM M E It

C U R E

GLUES.

I

—AMI—.

Howe*’ Cough Pi 11st,
By

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of

DIARRIUEA OR DYSENTERY
In persona of all agi*s, no medicine ha* ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that *o effectually does
it v. oi k and at the same time leave* the bowel* in an
active, healthy condition, a*

MACHINE CUT FILES.
THE

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

That for a
Pain* in the

in

use.

OrriC* AND

NO.

3 4

1 hat

FAMILY

COUGII PILLS.
and

ir»

expectorant
ameliorating agent
of Plithisie, Wlumping Cough, and Continued
Coi;»itm) lion, the public have already reudered their

Boston,

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,

united verdict iu favor of

( LEM S

Street.

h-tablishod for the Sale of

ca-e*

HOWES’

STREET,

MOURNING GOODS,

20 Winter

a* an

SALESROOM:

KILBY

(Corner of Central,) Boston.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Cheat.
»id«, or a long .'landing Hack, the be t

HOWE S

—AND—

COUGH PILLS.

MILLINF.HY K.YCH'SIVHLY.

SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Hark*, and contain* not n

s. s.

Williams.

decoction of Root* and

panicle of
good,

doe*

**

By

Opium
and

ok

never

Dura of any sort.
dob* harm.

THhIK WORK* YE *11 ALL KNOW

It

alwa.t

E

J A M

.*

S

.V

POP F.,

Wholesale ami I.Yrail lValer, In
THEM.”

G. C. Goodwin k Co.. Boston, General Agent* for
New England. II. II Hav, Portland, and B. K
Bradbury, Bangor, (tenoral Agent* lor Maine.

£S^‘Sold by Druggist* and Merchant* generally.
HOWES A CO., Proprietor*,
UwGmaol
Bklvast, Maine.

Till'.

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
103 Miot»LE Street, Fortlari*.
June 23.
dtf

ers

HOWES* COUGH PILLS.

j
Missontl I.ANL) COMPANY hart purditMil from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Kailmad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to snbscrihers in shares of £20 each.
Maps, with full information, can Ik* had by calliugon

WHIPPLE

| FILE MANUFACTURING CO.,
j Are now ready to supply every description of their
j Machinr Cut Files,
warranted superior to all oth-

That for Cough*, 11 oars*'ness ami Bronchial affection*, then* is no remedy extant that so universally
afford* relief a*

SECOND OPARTER of the 8umnier Session
rpHE
JL of this Institution will commence

a

It ia

propertks,

IITBEWARE OK IMITATIONS! Neie genuine
and wai ranted unless ptm-ha-Msl direct lu of T>u M
his REMEDIAL INMIlt IK KuR MIKCIAL
DISEASE’S. No. 2* Union Street, rrotideuc* K I
C K“l'ii» speciality embraces ad diseases of a «r«ra/e nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twentv v ears' practice,
giving his whole attention to them.'
£ ff ’Consultations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will he m-hi bv
secure from oltscrvation, to all |»arts of the I uited
States. Also. accommodations for LADIES fioiu
abroad wishing fora secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care uutil restored to health.
CAU nON.—It has heen estimated that over two
hnndrcd thousand dollars are |>«ir«i to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit tvi those who pay it. Most of this sum com*-*
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it. but once paid they cam merer yet it haeL\ and they
are com)>el!ed to sutler the wrong in silence, not daring to expose the cheat for tear of expasina themselves. Ail this comes from trusting, w ithout inquire,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and cxtiavagant assertions. in
praise of
th> mtelres.
If. therefore, you w ould avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, mo matter irhat hi*
pr< frAtinn* are. but MAKE INQUIRY —it will cost
you nothing, an«l inav save you many regrets; for as
ad ertisiug physicians, iu nine eases out of ten are
hof/HA. there is no safety in trusfiug any of them, unles- vou know trho mid 'irhat they are.
C fr 'Dr >1 will send free, by enclosing one stamp
as -.ibove, n i’ainpidet on DIMKAS EM Or Wt>M EN.
and on Private IHseases generallv : giving most fall
information, icith the most undvmbtea reference a and
tv.' imvmiah, without which no advertising physiciau
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of ary corfi-

EATON HOARDING SCHOOL,

This Is
can be

K ALLISTON,

Asa Wash for the Complexion has no equal.
dis inguished for its cooling aud soothing

at

remedy is

KENT’S HILL,

BEARD,

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

Quarter Strength,

HOCSE

If* All orders promptly attended to. and the
BEST VITALITY OF H E delivered in auv
part of
the city, at the market rates.
2\v

%

A

CLEM'S SI MMER CURE.

j
I No. 32 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

FOR

or-

WHOLES A Lit HEALER IN

Mmijfllw

That for Children troubled with Canker in month
or stomach, or mother* suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

j
j
|

ftirnished to

92 State St., Boston. Wharf 150 Border Sf.t E. Boston.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

!

OJfES,

DEALER IS

of the kind, and prnvii’g
thiiii;
effectual after all other* have failed,
in designed for both mabisikd am*

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrluea or any irregularities of the bowel*, all oth*
er remedies are insignificant, a* compared with

VV. CLARK,

-DEALER IN-

\

Warehocee. US
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SUMMER MEDICINE.

Express,

The

lbs.
HIDES fc SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 p cent.
IRON —Pig and Scrap, $6; Bar. rolled or hammered, £15; Railroad *12; Boiler £20 p tou; Sheet

3
2
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a
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«
1 fi2
t«36 00
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«
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Foster k Co., ]*ublisben.

Portland, May 19, 1802.

GRAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Rvc and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From ltr. Provinces, free.
GRIN USD IN KS.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p ceut. ad val, per cask of 26

on
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
<wy
26
75

sending

unhecriber*, cash iu advance,
gratis.
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Circular’
Certii-

Portland.
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Particular atten-

It will be the aim of its

a«l val.

34
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ueglccted.
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@ 6 25

Province* free.
FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, aud shelled do,
He |M*r lh—Nuts and Dates, 2c p ft—Currants, Figs.
Plum-. Prunes and Raisin.-, 6c p ft—Citron 3) p

7 75 n, 8 00
7 76 u g 00
9 00
9 25

patriot-

ded energies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
42 ^
50
one that shall he true to the popular instincts.
«2j,«g 1 00
The Portland Daily Press is priut**d with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
6*
5} <3
8 \ti'
9*
daily iu Maine, ami issue*! every morning, (Sun90 <3 00
days excepted.) at $5 per annum. Subscriptions for
less thau -|x months, 60 cents per month.
1
1 20 'n 1 22
The Maine State Press, large,
neatly printed,
6 «
32}
40 a
40J and well filled with the news of the week, and orig77
701"
j inal and selected Political, Agricultural. Literary and
(«>1-10 dis |
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
4 dis
a
|
ia
j dis I the Family Circle, will bo issued weakly, at £1.60 per
8
9 dis
id
in advance. To

6 00
4 00

FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring SI;
Mackerel £2; Salmon S3; and all other pickled in
brl*. SI 50 p brl.—otherwise 60c per 100 tbs. From
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2fi
70
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n

common

ing-house.

fe

gi
9
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a

nial and welcome visitor in every
work-shop, countand family circle. The Editors, not miknown to the people of Maine, will give their tiudivl-

2 00 @ 2 60
2 60 « 4 00
2 25 a, 2 50

Junijier
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required by

every ea*e of pile*: two

cure

and certilicati-s are now in the
proprietor's posse-ion
winch can be seen on
application. Send for
Prepared by HENRI D. FtiWI.F., Chemist, n
Prince etreet, Boston.
Sold everywhere.
cat«** with each bottle.

torpid

devoted to the

will in

interests.

and all others u*M*d for medicinal
purpo**** or fine
art.-,i Aloes, Assaftrtida, Ammonia, Canthaiides,
Gamboge. Ipecac, Jalap,
Berries, Manna.
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, >ai>npaulla. Sponges. Verdigri«. Vanilla lb-ans, 10 per rent, ad val.—Hvdriodate 1
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per ceut. ad
val.—C itric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass, Flor Sulphur. Senna Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitro!, Ginseng, 26 per ceut.—
< opperas, 25c p 1<») lh.—Bleaching Powders, 3"c
p
10" ft*.—Alum and Sago, 50e p 100 ft*.—Reiined Borax, chromate and bichromate
potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 8c p th.—Opium. £1 p lh —Balsams and Sulphate
Alum. Sal
Quinine, 3J p cent
Soda and Soda Ash
V th —Bi C arh Soda, Caustic
Soda. I.iquorice Root, 1 c p th, and ground do 2c p
th. Liquorice Paste, 5c p tb.—Refined Camphor
and Cream Tariar. lie p tb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Em* tic, Rochelle Salts, bum Copal, aud others gums
or resinous substances used for same purposes as (■ um
Copal. 10c p th.—Roll Brimstone, S6 t» ton.—oil
Cloves, 70** p ft.—Morphine, SI p oz—Alcohol. 40e
p gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root. 1c p It.
hV KW( M )DS.—Free.
OITK.—25 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—80 p cent, ad val.

is

«

ll|«t>

are

One bottle warranted to

Dyspepsia.

tion will be

14}

HEESE —4c p th.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous £1; aii other kinds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—fie per lb.
«
<>HUAtiE.-T»rred2J« »> lb. Mauila2c |> lb. all
other 3e p Ih.
DRUGS am> DYES—Per Ih Acids, (nitric, oxalic,

16

free

measures looking to a peaceful
greatest "moral, political and social

our

earnestly

ment

lb.
C

6
W
1 70
1 25
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91)
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a

in the

political department, the IY.ess will
advancement of the best
interests of the city and State. Its Local Depart-

ASIIES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—3) iier cent.
BUTTER—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax,8c., Tallow, 2c., per

14 00
n 16 00

-a)

or

slavery

THK ONLY auna CUR*

BLEEDING. BLIND, and ITCHING PILES
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, SALT RHEUM
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

j bottle* in aJl other case* of the almve di*ea-en; if not,
d. H ers ure requested to refeml the
money in every
case,
only ffve buttles in a thousand returned ind
tlio-e were couKrmed Fistula. Hundreds of
letters

all obstructions from the internal
orgaus, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life purify ing the blood, cleansing it from all humois
ami causing it to course through
every part of the
body ; restoring the Invalid to health and usefulness.
1 hay cure ami eradicate from the system. Liver Complaint. that main wheel of so manv diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, ail Rilliou* Diseases and
ton! stomach.
Costiveoess, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness. l*iles, Heartburn. Weakness, Pains iu the side ami bowels. Flatulency. I,nim of appetite, am! a
or diseased Liver. a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or h*s* subject iu
and Summer.
Spring
More than 2n.uno
person* liave Ihhmi cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended bv Physicians
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers iu Medicine every where at
only
25 and 38 cents jter Itotfle. I inters addressed to
CEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.

Aside from its

be

additional duty of 10 per cent, in levied on al
merchandise not imported direct from the place ol

55
<vi
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of

ism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action amoug all loyal men.

OO

10 00
a 12 00
& 8 00

«

greatest anomaly in

emauei|uition

evil," will find in the 1‘KKae a generous aud hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Press, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our
country's peril and iu its
triumph, it shall speak with no uucertain voice, we
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking to widen the different*** be-

a

@
$

an

Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all

RATES OF DUTIES.

75

The

FOWLE’S PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
For

Mandrake. Dandelion, lie., all of which are so coinpounded as to act iu concert, ami assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The off-cl of this medicine is most wonderful—it
arts directly upon the bowels and
blood, by removing

federal

removal of

^

a

for

!

of

legal

other constitutional

65

w

apologise

U1..

Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
COMPOSED
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,

sanc-

the

9
6

fg
^

o

institution which is the

an

1 00

/1.

loyal

agents.

THOSE

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

national

75 » 1 00

Sail.

V nrnioh.
Furniture

50
00
50
50
75

On Uii in.

44

loj *3
11 j

Dr.

which constitutes the foulest blot upon our
character, nor attempt to resist the title of
events that seem* destined to
sweep from existence
evil

none

Baleing.
Hemp 41

n

1 15

*•

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur.

Eirhnngr.

rights

none

wanted:

about to engage in the *a!e of 25 cent
packaire* of .Stationery.
Map*, (hart*, or Portiaits,
should write to me before engaging elsewhere. Remember that I am tin- oiiginator of the 26 cent
packare stationery, and aUo V K.
Agent for H. II. Lloyd
ft ( o * celebrated
Maps and < hart*, and J.
Buttrc's
tine Steel Engraved I or trait*. Withal it ina- t*»
*altly -aid. tlm* I have the beet a-sortim-nt of the
mor t *aleaf>le article* for the time* that
ran be found
*or particular*, address B. B.
Rl SShLL, 615 Washington Street. Boston.

BY THE 18E OF THE

GREAT STRING AND

democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it
men, it will neither

to 1

Health and Strength Secured,

all tree

of

office from 8 A. M

BUY ME AXD I'LL IX) YOU GOOD !”

nor

may be proper to say, that while the Press will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

8?3)

_.

US^Send stamp for Circular.

endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of

7}
7}
«

sanity

eouiciousMts that it embodies the true

It will neither seek

® 2 121

7*

sec-

principles upon which our government rests, aud affords the only available means of
accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism
imperatively demands.

7»„"
S
3 00 n 3 25
2 60 « 0 00
3 00 ^ 3 25

India.

LuaaalH'r—From the yard.
Clear Bint*—No. 1 ...838 00 gOO 00
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Cotton
Flax
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heavy.
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CALDEltWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland, June 23.
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in the full

tween those who

C.
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Coke.
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.ml. wts.

Illuminat’g Oil
Machine.
(Marine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ret. Winter.

ISO Fore Street

42
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«
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Souchong.

Plates—
Char. I.
I

on

If 00
13 00

Lard.
Barrel, | > !b.
Kegs, D lb.
Ijralkgr.
New York, light.
••

75

were

ciples underlying all free Governments, the l’RKSS
will cordially sustain the organization of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere* partizan
spirit, but

4 25

60
Go ,,
153 «
fin
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22 00 »<24

Iron, Eugli*h.
Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia, im't.

Turpentine

PARTIES.
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5
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6
5
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cash.
Straits, cash.
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t asl Steel.
German Steel.
English Blis. Steel.

Sheet
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Slw*et
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Rosin.
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15 a)

Swede.

Shipping Lumber.
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6's and 10's best brands.
5‘s and Id’s medium.
6‘s and 10's common.
half |*!s. be*t brands.
half pds. medium good.
half pds. common.
Natural Leaf, pds.
Fancy, in Foil...
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25 «.
3D
00 a
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32 <*
35
2 25 a 2 50

Sort, 1861.
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and others.
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/e 3
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Dealers, Builders,

75

a

71

18 ®
14 £

aud tendencies

locally,

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just aud liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great prin-

6}

40 ®
22
20 <•
20
65 "

designs

Inlirinnry.

treated thousands of cas<**. and in no instance
has he met with a failure
The remedies are mild
ami there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at
night, at hi* office. 5 Temple street. ( harge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Hr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when nil other remedies fell; cure* without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cure* without the disgusting and
sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful
consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
|H>i*onou* taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely ventsble. aud no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by using them.
\OUXG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in
the
head, h>.-get fulness. sometime* a ringing in tin* »*ar*.
wtak eyes, etc., terminating iu
consumption or in*
if neglected, are
speedily aud lMTinaueutlv
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
HR. J. B. HUGHES,
Xo. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

principles, and,
have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles uf
political economy, aud inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its

be at the

The office will be open, and competent
*persons in
attendance. from » 1-2 A. M., to R p. m
All communication* should In- directed to u

PRIVATE

hibit aud defend sound Republican
inasmuch as political organizations

% 9 50

14'®

the Press will

signally exhibited, not'only in
operations of our army aud navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities arc
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to ex-

Tobnrro.

rota.

slaughter.
American ('all' Skins
Combs, F ans, anes, Accordoons, j
Wax Leather.
Slaughter
Wallets, Card Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Lend.
Teeth. Hair, and Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
American Big, D 100 lb.
l.nhln’s Extracts; CLOCKS.
Foreign

To Lumber

00
00
60
75
50

none

Shell and Horn

EXP'Time determined by transit.;
Portland. June 23, 1862.
d2tuw&wtf

o

6 00
6 00

9 00

char"eU"*'i0“
Gn-ene will
J, L’j-

Established for the treatment of those di»en*e» in
Krumticld tltmt, Bouton.
t>yth sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and GKKE.NE,
N<)Tk. I’er*on« wishing to invc«tigate this
method
delicacy.
ot | rac'io*, or it* *u|M-rior noocm, will lie
CONSULTATIONS.—I>r. Hughe* has * with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment,furnished
free
br
for a number of ears contim-d his attention to
add.'easing H. GREENE, M. D., & Bromtfeld »treat.
diseases of a certain class. During hi*
be
BiMtOM.
practice
lias

ministration is most

6}
2}

24®

Teas.
lea. Hyson.
Tea, Young llysou.
Tea, Oolong

none

Sheep Belts, Dry.
llop*.

EYE-GLASSES,

RATED.

«.

4 10

Hide and Sporting.
Ilia
Hay \y net ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loom*.
IIidea and Sitiat*.
Slaughter Hide*.

SILVER 81*00X8 AND FORKS, CUPS, BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN KINGS,

AND

w

<’

8 50 ty 8
6 50 n 6

Common.

CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED

UU

MS)

Ccleclic tlnlical

the matchless

2 374
2 374

It.

OK. HIOHES’

give an earnest, cordial,
support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one
year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible
patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose ad-

liouc

Hough.

55
45

i ii«l-tone

Blasting

I

Jewelry Kepnired.

00
00
00
00
00

4
3
2
1
1

Politically,

45

121®
12V®

neatly
general

and generous

6>
2
2

for

the State.

State.

7

@

throughout

and

at

Rheumatism!

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles ami to promote the material interests of the
.Slate, and of the City of Portland as He interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

6 50 i® 8 50

44

Grindstone*. Rough,
ton. 17 00 « 20 00
Grindstone*, Dressed .30 00 0:15 00
Gunpvwdrr,

JEWELHY,

Wnlehfs and

2}

8 50 @ 8 75
6 50 <y 6 75

Sheep Belts, Green.

Charts. Bowditch’s Navigator. Blunt's Coast Pilot
Nautical Almanacs, Sumner's Method,
Ship Master’s
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen's Friend or Manual,
Ship Master's (,uidc, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, &c., &c.

ta

circulation

<•

40

intended to be

a large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed meekly p«|icr, intended specially

2}®

6|@

Prkrr is

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
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Daily
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Barley.
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Sagar*
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar. Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
Sugar,
White.
Sugar, Coffee ( rushed.
Sugar, ( rushed
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.

00

a.

^

l op.

Linseed.
c

none

I.

Short* J* ton.
Fine Feed.
(■

14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

Dat, Pres't Rev P. Maim)*, Vice Prtsl.
M. D., Superintending
Greene,
Physician.
6 I ••tnple Street, which they will liud
arranged for j
tin ir
TI)is Institution was established for the cure of
accommodation.
Disespecial
l»r. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrival- I
ease, upon the principles of'innoeent
medication, enled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
tire
y discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
srany diseases, such as Scrofula, liuniora of the
LADIES will find it invaluable in all ca*»c* of ot>Blood, Disease* of the Throat and Langs, Dyspepsia,
Htriictions after all other remedies have been tried in
Liver Complaint, Heart
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
Complaint,
Female
tin- least injurious to the health, and
Complaints, and a gnat variety of eedinary
may be taken
with perf-et safety at all times.
Disease* are
successfully treated by Medicine which
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
j may be scut to
DfJ. HH.HES,
any part of the country with fell
by addressing
No. 5 Temple .Street, corner of Middle, Fortlaud.
directions
Persons having Cancers, nrlhnse
afllirfed with cotnN It—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
j pdc tled dwases, should Hamrdiately avail -True
I n
o*u st*x.
A lady of experience in constant attendot Dr. Greene * personal Attention
jull—3m
“
"ra'"’ or by mMB°t
a

an

Aii

Oat*.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn. Mixed.

OKA I.Kit IX

tpiadrauts. Spy Classes, Barometers, Surveyors’
md Mariners' Compasses, Hunter's Scales,
Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing
Instruments,
Land Chains, Thermometers, Linen
Proven, Opera

Hed

3$

f>0 %
25 &

Dry.

TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS, BITTER KNIVES. & SPOOKS.

02
or,
00

41

24
49 d>
35 w
48 uj
34 qj
29 «;

2

enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest aud fullest news by mail
and telegraph.

OFFICE 36 I1KOMFIELD ST.. BOSTON.
R*v. X.

HUGHES particularly invite .1] I.a.lir- wlm
Dlt.need
medical adviser, to call
his rooms. No.

AND

The Portland

AI)VERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

theTadies.

to
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Grass.
Western Clover.

BY

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Timer,

25 3 8 60

Ground Butter Salt.

Herds
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EDITED

Eclectic Metlical

w

2 60 (§2 2 75
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JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Hehai.d.

Pimento.

G rain.

Portland, Maine,

PLATED

«

l$q.>

11 a}

Elenie.

Oranges
Baisin*—
Blue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

51 IHIOS STREET,

ein.

nest time.”

02

common.

IiCmoni,

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.

pious old negro, sat ing grace at the table,
only used to ask a blessing upon his board,
but he would also petition to have some de- i
fleiont dish supplied. One day it was known
that Cato was out of
potatoes, and suspecting

provided

1J«;

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

26 « 2 75
26 ® 2 75
25
25

Nutmegs.
Pepper.

00
00
4?

Frail.

Cutlery,

SPECTACLES AMI
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68
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0 00
20
00

4$ a>

00
00
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..
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02

3
2
2
1
1

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liverpool.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Pearl,.
Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Soap*
Soap, lo athe & Gore's, Trowbridge
& Smith's Extra No. 1 p ib.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1
Soap, Engle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane's.
S pice**
< a^'ia p ib.
Cloves.
Ginger. iRace).
Ginger. (Africa).
Mace.

6
6
4
1 05
46
12

q)
4$q;

44

Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
1 i*h, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, p bbl.

IVORY. HORN. EBONY AND COCOA
HANDLED KNIVES.

the lady

A

44

3j®

Starch.
Starch.

4$

a>

3 00
4

a

r>< >STf)N

_MEDICAL.

OF TIIE

Starch*

Pith.

Baskets,

A

(qj

2${q)

Feathers, Live Geese p lb.
leathers, Kussia.

AVARE,

RARDbER

04
25
40
26

r niihrm.

Cnttorw, Spoons, Forks, Card

_

44

Duck,

Tent

WARE,

,
_
jc23—fiwood

13

20 ^ 1 30

13

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.
U. S. 10 oz.
12 oz.

2 50

PROSPECTUS

Salt*

11

6$q>

Navy, Superior,

LOW PRICES.

Table

14$

6 a)
3 .a)
1 00
35 q,
10$ ®
26
1 00 q;
16 uj
1 26 n
62
72 s’
1 66 q.
10 tv
12 3

Dark.
Duck, Raven*.
Duck, l’ortlaiid, No. 3.

-and-

and Cake

12$

14 q»
12 $.q>

15
17
22
4

44

Crockery Ware, China,

PLATED

11

03@

Extract Logwood.
N ic
W mid.
44
Reach
Red
Sapan
Quercitron Bark.
Red Sanders.

i

AT

22

12|

savau villa,.

to the misplacing of a line a cotemgives the following singular item of intelligence:—“Last week, a poor woman was
i safely delivered of—one sergeant, two corporals, and thirteen rank and tile.”

m

not

1

Hypernic.
Campeachy.
Logwood,
44
St. Domingo.

Owing

GLASS

2*5

lOj®

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

fall in

never

Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p ib.
Rum*
Rum, Portland distilled.
Snlrrntnn*
Saleratus p lb.

261

none.

Barwood.

never

hi« nasal organ, and

Litharge.

Dyewoods.

porary

j

“O! my good woman,” was the grave respouse, “you will not make a good sermonlzer:
you are too soon in your application.”

amphor.

French Zinc.
Zinc, **
Rochelle, Yellow.
Ven. Red.
Enjr.
American

1 50 ® 1 60
1 66 « 1 70
1 06 p 1 12

25
00
00
00 ^ 0 00

101

Alum.
Aim's.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi < arb. Soda.

are a

love!”

It amazes me that ministers don’t write 1 letter sermons—I am sick of the dull,
prosy affairs,” said a lady in the presence of a parson.
"But it is no easy matter to write good ser- ;
mons,” suggested the minister.
“Yes," rejoined the lady, “but you are so long
aliout it; 1 could write oue in half the
time, if
I only had the text.”
“O, if that is all you want,” said the parson,
“I will furnish that. Take this oue from Solomon—“It is better to dwell in a corner of a
housetop, than w ith a bawling woman in a w ide ;

quickly.

0 26 @
21 q;
21

Drugsi and Dye*.

—AND—

inquired

lb.
Coffee, Java
Coffee, St. Domingo.

..

happiest.

“I)o you mean me, sir?”

8

Cement—i»or bbl.

; would say to their friends and tlie public that they
have purcliaaed of Messrs. CIIADBOL'RXE A KENI ears passed on, and me
who
sat
Jioor Imy
DALL, their Stock of
at the street corner, without home or friends,
rose from the
position of errand hoy to that of
Heady-Unde Clothing,
a partner in the tlrm, and son-in-law to the
kind gent leman who had befriended him. And |
Also, their entire interest in Manufacturing anti Cusyet his little daughter refuses to invite an untom Department. Having secured the services of
fortunate little girl, who has very few of the
Mr. J. L.
pleasures of childhood, to her birth-ila y party, Messrs!', k FOLEY, late Koreman and Cutter for
K.. they hope to merit a fair share of the
because her mother is poor, and takes in sewpatronage bestowed upou their predecessors.
ing.'’
Little Carrie >at very quietly for a moment,
t»*2 Middle Si., opposite Post Ofllee.
then putting her arms around her father's neck,
June 23. It02.
while the tears fell from her eyes and
4wdaw
glittered
on her golden curls, a* she
whispered.
EDWARD I\ BANKS,
Papa, 1 will ask Ella."
Very slowly to little Carrie passed the week,
72 EXCHANGE STREET,
but time, heeding neither wishes nor
prayers,
brought at last the birth-day. Little Ella bad
been sent for in the morning, and as she wanNear Custom Douse anti Post OlEee,

house.”

8$

Bolt rope, Russia.
do.
Manilla.

loved a pretty woman
was lately seen by some Greenlanders,
going
round the north Pole, an Icicle a yard
long

Come up ^ere, Ella," said Carrie ut last;
it is almost time for the girls and boys to conic,
anil I have something to show you. "Here,”
and she held up a pretty crimson frock, “this
Is for you. and you must put it right on for I
can hear a ring at the door liell now.
And see
here, too, what I coaxed brother Hall to make
for you,” and she drew away the awkward, unpainted crutch on which Ella leaned for support, and replaced it with a light, graceful one,
with a pretty cushion of silk at the top.
1
put the cushion on myself—mamma told me
how to do it. and-why. Ella, you are not
crying. 1 thought you would he pleased.”
I am pleased, hut you are so kind that I
cannot help crying,” and Ella
wept again.—
Tears gathered in Carrie’s blue eyes, hut she
wiped them bravely away, for who ever heard
of a little girl’s crying on her birth-dav ?—and
kissing Ella she hurried her down staiis. Little CaiTie never forgot the lesson she learned
that night—a lesson that very many
“grownup” people would do well to learn also.

11
86

Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.

j

it would have been hard to tell which was the

2 50
3 00
2 75

Cordage.
Cordage, American.

very great player, indeed, sir,”
he said.
“Not at all, sir,” replied Jones. “Ifyou had
j moved—”
;
Here the General broke in.
!
“Say no more, sir,” he -aid. “I have never
liefore been so beaten. You are a great playj er; a capital player; a most
extraordinary
player—the iicst 1 have ever met with.” Then,
and
a
rising
making low bow, “by far the most
civil,” he added, closing the tallies.

dered, with Carrie, holding fast by one hand,
through the pleasant room« that seemed so luxurious to her eyes, accustomed only to the hare
walls and uncarpeted floor* of her'own home,

15
12

8
7
7
7

Coffee. Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

“O no, General," replied Jones. “You made
a mistake
equally fatal. There,” he said, replacing the men, "if you had occupied that
square, instead of this one, you must have won
the game.
;
The General paused and
surveyed the board
for some time. At length he said:
“True, very true! I have been a singularly
heedless. Let us try once more.”
At the third game the result was the same,
and tile General threw himself liack in his

•

8 25
35

Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Wldtesuh.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coal

player!”

]
I

rackers jx-r bbl.

Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Cnndlcn*
< 'audios, Mould p lb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cherne*
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.

cnecKers, young

oil.

'*

Red Lead.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
»
3 50
Proviniona.
40
Chicago Mesa Beef..
Portland
do
d)
17
Portland extra Mesa do.
14
gi
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
d 2 75
Pork, mesa.
w 3 25
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
^ 3 00
Pork, llama.
Pork, City Smoked llama.
@ 11$
Produce*
00
(a{
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Kggg, p dozen.
'ag
9$
Potato***,
pbrl.
9
q
|
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
La m h.
@ 8 50
<g 0 00
Tuikies.
(® 0 00

Braun*

the game.”
And he exclaimed how, by a different
move,
the result might have been different.
“You are right, sir! perfectly right,”
replied
the General. "It is strange that I should commit so great a blunder. Come, sir, let us try
it again.”
The men were set anew, and tile General
moved his with great circumspection. When
he had reached the point where his false move
had been designated, he corrected it.
"There, sir." he said, “I shall not be defeated
by that move this time.”
The game continued, and, after a short space,
Jones was again successful.
“Sir,” said the General, “you are a very great

hanging

Pn in I*.
Portland Lead, in
Lewis Lead,
Boat on Lead,

9.

••

Crackers, p 100.
Butter*
Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, .Store.

seat aeeordingly, and in half
the time which it had taken the General to
beat his less skillful competitor, he was himself lieaten.
“Why, sir," he exclaimed, “vou are a great

The man who

July

p bbl.
rg
gj
Ashes, Pot.
5 g
3
A pplcn.
Apples, Green p bbl. $4 50 a 6 00
Apples. Sliced p lb.
G ••
7
Apples, Cored p ».
6 a}
6
Apples, Encored p lb.
2 a}
3
Bread.
Bread, l*ilot p 100 tbs...
4 76 @ 5 00
Bread, Ship.
3 75 a 4 0*)

try a game.”
Jones took his

'■aster

corrected for the Press to

Ashes Pearl

gentleman. Do you play ?” he asked.
“A little, sir, but not very
well,” was the reply.
"Sit down, sir,” said the General, “and let us

chair.
“You

Prices Current.

Antic**

“O, no, sir,” said Jones. "My success was
accidental; you lost by a false move carlv in

“Now, papa, you are laughing at me, I know.
But next week is my birth-day, and mamma
said, if you were willing, 1 might have a party,
and invite all the little boys and girls, and alter supper we might have a play in the parlor
if we would lie very careful not to break or
hurt anything. Oh.lt will is-so nice,” and the
bine eyes grew brighter at the thought, and a
host of little dimples came dancing around the
red lips of the little petitioner.
Very sweet and winning she looked. a« she
stood waiting with childish impatieuae for a
reply, and so thought her father; so he kissed
her fondly and said: “Well, Carrie, you may
have the party, ami now. whom does my little
girl propose to honor with an invitation?”
“Oh, there's Alice lteed, and Susie Day. and
Hattie Sumner, and Charlie, and Willie liarwood, and-oh, there’s ever so many of
them.”
“And Ella May—you have not mentioned
her, Carrie.”
“Why. you would not have me ask her,
would you papa?”
“Why not? Isn't she a good little girl? She
is lame, to lie sure, and cannot run and play
like my little Carrie, but we should pity her for
her misfortune.”
“Well, papa, I don't know hut she is good
enough, but you know iter mother has to take
in sewing, and Anna t arver says they live in a
dreadful old. tumble-down house. Are you
angry with me papa ?”
“No,Carrie, I am not angry, but I atn grieved to see you manifest such an unlovely spirit.
Come here and I will tell you a story of a boy
whom 1 used to know. Twenty-five years ago.
a poor boy was wandering
through the streets
of tills very city in search of work. He had
his
buried
mother—bis
father died before
just
lie could remember him, and he had come from
the country to this great city, where lie knew
notone single person; alone—because some
one had told hitn that here he would be sure
to find plenty of work. But no one would
employ him, for they said that he was a stratiger. and some of those to whom he applied
hinted that lie might not he honest.
“Tlte poor boy was nearly crazed with the
din, and hurry, and hustle, so new to him, and
night was coining on. and he knew not where
to go.
Hungry, tired, and hopeless, he sat
down at one of the street corners, anil
laying
down beside him the little bundle that contained everything that he had in the world, he
burst into tears. Presently he heard foot-steps
beside him, but he did not look up until a
pleasant voice said kindly, ‘What is the matter
with you, my little man?' The kind voice and
face of tlte stranger won the confidence of the
boy, and he told him his story. ‘Come home
with tne to-night,' he said—‘to-morrow we will
see what can Is- done for you.’
“He went Tlte next day the kind stranger
gave hint employment in his store, as errand
boy. More than that, he gave him a home beneath his own roof, and surrounded him with
comforts and luxuries, which he had never before known.

Wholesale

Expressly

player f”

unexpected visit?”

Olive Oil.
( astor Oil.
Neat afoot Oil.
Onion*— per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
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Jones.

A place where the waters sleep,
A little farm in a sheltered vale,
And a home in the forest deep.

7

*Tnt? Game of Checkers.
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AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White I*iue Timber for
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PROPOSALS will In* received bv the Committee
ou Street*, Side-Walk* and Britiges, at the ( ivil
Engineer’s office, until Tuesday the 8th day of July

1

next, tor the removal of the Pile* or Dolphin* iu the
ll.ii bor "rt \ ietoiia Wharf.
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